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Abstrsct

Including students with severe di.sabilities in regular classes is being
advocated on the basis of benefits for zhildren with and without disabilities,
but there is little information on how it effects their teachers. This study

used an ethnographic research ethiolcg to identify effects of-inclusion on

regular class teachers in one elementary school. Teachers expressed and
demonstfated overwhelmingly positive ef::.'ects, with findings organized into

eleven themes about teacher attitudes and practices. These findings are

consistent with other emerging research.
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As inclusion of. students with severe disabilities in regular classes in

neighborhood schools gains recognition as a best educational practice,

research has examined the effects on both students with severe disabilities

(Cole & Meyer, 1991; Halvorsen & Sailor, 1990) and students without

disabilities (Vandercook et,al., 1991). This research confirms that inclusion

is beneficial for students with severe :iisabilities and, at worst, has no

effect on students without disabilities. While special educators have become

vocal advocates for successfully educating children with severe

disabilities in regular classes depends heavily upon collaboration with

revlar class teachers. 'Understandably, concerns have been raised about

additional demands placed on these teachers, who have not been prepared to

teach students'with severe disabilities or to modify .general education

curricula and instructional practices to include them. Research indicates

that both special and regular educators have concerns About how inclusion of

students with severe disabilities will affect them (Semmel, Abernathy, Butera,

& Lesar, 1991). While advocating inclusion of students with mild disabilities

in regular classes, Jenkins, Picus,.and Jewell (1990) advocated against

inclusion of students with severe disabilities, stating, "It would not be fair

to regular classroom teachers..." and, -The line needs to be drawn somewhere

to protect teachers from unrealistic denands..." (p.485).

The purpose of this study was to identiy the effects of integrating students

with severe disabilities on regular education teachers in inclusive schools.

Mettlod

Setting
Harry L. Johnson Elementary School (Harry L) in Johnson City, New York

has been integrating students with severe disabilities into regular classes

since 1988. Rather than immediately integrate all students then served in

self-contained placements, a more gradual approach to integration was assumed:

all kindergarten-age students would be placed in regular kindergarten classes

and grow up with their peers. As of the 1991-92 school year, students with

severe disabilities had been integrated into regular kindergarten classes for

5 years, first grade for 4 years, second grade for 3 years, third grade for 2

years, and fourth grade for the first time. As other students with severe

disabilities moved into the school district, they also were placed in the

grade appropriate to their age, the same class where they would be placed if

not disabled. Although several students with disabilities were clustered in

one kindergarten Class during the first yeax of integration, later classes

reflected the principle of natural proportions. Johnson City generally

adheres to a neighborhood school philosophy, but the architectural barriers of

the other elementary school have resulted in all children with physical

disabilities attending Harry L School.

Harry L educates Approximately 650 children, including 8 students

considered to have severe disabilities, in grades K through 4. Another 5

students with severe disabilities have attended Harry L at various times since

1986. There are 24 rrgular class teachers, 4 support (special education)

teachers, and 10 special education aides. All teachers work in teams, and

specials (art, music, physical education) are scheduled so each team has joint

planning time. School district philosophy promotes inclusion, a team
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apprcach, mastery learning, cooperAtive lea:ming, and event driven curricula,

all as means.to ensure student success. Teac.hers at Harry L express

commitment to these Approaches.

EaLtiaiRmatz
Regalar class teachers who had educated children with severe

disabilities as integral members of their class for one or more years, and the

special education teachers who supported them, were invited to participate.

Three special education teachers and eight regular class teachers were

.identified. The school .principal discussed the project with eligible

teachers, and all agreed to participate. The PI sent a follow-up letter to

describing the project to each teacher (see Appendix A). All 11 teachers

participated in the interview portion of the study. Only 4 of the 8 regular

class teachers had students with severe disabilities in their classes at the

time of the study, however, so they were the only ones observed during the

second part of the study.
Because eligible teachers were already participating in other research

and systems change activities, the school principal introduced this project to

the teachers and ascertained their interest prior to contact from the PI, so

no one would feel pressured to participate. At the conclusion of the study,

participants were each awarded a small honorarium as compensation for their

time and effort. The PI consulted with the school principal to determine the

form and timing of compensation; they informed teachers About the honorarium

.cnly after the study was concluded, to avoid influencing decisions about

participation.

Procedure
Teachers perceptions of effects of integrating students with severe

disabilities were identified through a series of semi-structured interviews,

and triaRgulated with results of a questionnaire, direct observation, and

review of extant data. For purposes of this study, "students with severe
disabilities" was defined as students performing at the moderate, sre, or
profound levels of mental retardation, including students with multiple

disabilities. Teachers were reminded that the population did not include

students with severe emotion,11 disturbance. To further define the population,

teachers named 13 current and former students considered to have severe

disabilities, as well as students who were not included in the population.

Imitisl_interzieR. Ten teachers participated in a semi-structured

interview on January 21, 1992. The interview was held during school hours and

lasted approximately 2 hours. Another grant funded substitute teachers so

participants could be released from their classes. The following questions

served as a guide for the initial interview.
How long have children with severe disabilities been members of your

class? How many children total?
How are students with severe disabilities included in your class?

Has including them in your class influenced you teaching? If so, how?

(e.g., selection of materials, groupings, delivery of instruction, dealing

with problem behavior, discussion of disabilities/different
abilities/difference, accommodation for disabilities in your class)

Has inclusion influenced your approach to teamwork? If so, how? (e.g.,

6
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students with severe disabilities in class affected you on a personal-
,

1,=vel? If so, how?
Individual interviews were schedl.:led during work hours at the time that

best suited each teacher: before students arrived in the morning, during the
teacher's luncln break, or after students left in the afternoon. Each
interview lasted from 30 to 80 minUtes, depending upon the time available.
Although two interviews with each teac'ner had been planned, the PI identified
few new themes or questions and few teathiers indicated they had more to say

after the first individual interview. vhen teacherS did have additional
information, a second interview was ccr),±ucted. Whether interviewed once or
twice, all teachers were interviewed irldividually a total of 45 to 90 minutes.
Individual interviews were audiotaped, transcribed, and the content analyzed
using the themes ident;fied in the first group interview.

Final group interview. Ten of the 11 teachers participated in a final
group interview on April 27, 1992. The interview was held after school and
lasted approximately one hour. Prior 7_7_ the interview, tarticipants were

provided with a written report of preliminary results, which were reviewed
during the interview. Thus the group interview served as a "member check,"

offering participants the opportunity agree, disagree, clarify, and

elaborate on findings to date. The PI also used the group forum to ask about
areas where there seemed to be conflicting views. This interview was

audiotaped, videotaped, transcribed, ar analyzed.

alegajonnaire. During the interlriews, teachers often reported using
specific strategies (e.g., cooperative learniRg groups) or being guided by

certain philosophies. To clarify the extent of these strategies and beliefs,
both for individual teachers and among the teachers as a group, the PI
developed a two-page questionnaire (see Appendix B). The questionnaire was
distributed during the final interview, completed anonymously, and collected

by a teacher the following week. Questionnaires were returned by 8 teachers,
including 8 classroom teat-hers, 1 sumort teacher, and 1 teacher who did not

identify her/his role. Respondentt represented all grades in the building.
Results are compiled in Appendix B and discussed in relation to each theme.

Direct observation. The interviews and questionnaire identified
.teachers pezceptions of how inclusion of students with severe disabilities had

influenced them professionally. Supporting evidtmce for each theme was sought
through direct observation of classroom instruction and team meetings. The PI
developed a protocol to observe classroom instruction for evidence of the
themes identified during interviews (see Appendix C). Uting this protocol,
the PI and GA conducted approximately 7 hours of observation on 10 occasions
and the RA conducted approximately 4 hours of observation on 6 occasions,
during the months of March, April, and May, 1992. Observations were made in 4
classidoms, consisting of 1 kindergarten, 2 first grades, and 1 fourth grade.
The PI and RA conducted paFts of 6 Observations jointly to establish agreement
both in use of the observation protocol and in recognition of classroom
phenomena. The PI also observed one tes meeting for each of 2 teams during

the month of May. No specific protocol was used for these observations.

Additional classroom observations ere scheduled but cancelled due to
student absence or scheduling conflicts 'e.g., student evaluation, pull-out
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therapy session). Another conflict was in the Fesearch Assistant's work load.

Initial project plamning was for the Research Assistant to conduct the

majority of observations, with the PI performing reliability checks. The RA

was also responsible for transcribing interviews, however, which took more

time than expected and limited the RA's availability for direct observation.

A third limiting factor was.that, as noted previously, only 4 of the 8 regular

class teachers el5gible to participate in this study had students with severe

disabilities on their class lists at the time of the study. While every

effort was made to-observe classrooms in a representative way, additional

observations would have been desirable.

Extant data. Dr. Christine Salisbury, of SUNY-Binghamton. collected

extensive data in the target classrooms duriag a three-year Collaborative

Education Project, and made these data available for analysis. The school

principal also agreed to make administrative records available as appropriate

for corroboration.

Results
Teachers identified and provided examplas of several ways they had been

effected by including students with severe disabilities in their classes.

Evidence of these effects was found through a variety of sources. It is

important to note that all teachers reported some of the effects described

below, but all teachers did not experience the same effects. The effects are

discussed related to the following themes:

Teaching and Learning about Disabilities
Curriculum and Materials
Success for All
Collaborative Problem Solving
Expectation of Inclusion

Teams
Student Assessment and IEPs

Flexibility
Let It Go
Stress
Accountability

in reporting these findings, students have pseudonyms, while teachers are

identified by'the grade level-they teach or support. Some regular class

teachers have taught more than one grade during the period when students with

severe disabilities were educated in inclusive classes. For example, the

"kindergarten/fourth grade teacher" formerly taught kindergarten, and was

teaching fourth grade at the time of these interviews. One-teacher, the

"second & third grade teacher" taaght a combined class of second and third

graders. The special educators are identified as support teachers for certain

grades.

TaachingBaLlaarning_ahoutiasubilities
Teachers reported learning g great deal about disabilities because they

hRve these students in their classes. For the most part, information is

provided:incidentally during team planning meetings, in brief conversations

sprinkled through the instructional day, and during incidental teacher
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Second/fourth grade teacher: That led to a great discussion in ry

room because [Kelly] comes down ry hall.... Somebody said, "Why does

Kelly scream all the timer And I said, "Well, what do you think about

that?" "Well, why does Sara cry all the time?" "Why does Jamie hit all

the time?" And it really led to a big discussion about the children....

Somebody said, "It's how they get their feelings out." Somebody asked,

"Every time Sara cries, does it mean she's hurting or something's

hurting her?" And somebody said, "Well, no. She was crying the other

day when we took her out of the reading corner.... She was probably mad

that we had to take her out and .that that time had-to end. Or if she's

doing something she really likes, that's the only way she can relay her

feelings." And then it got into some kids really want ta be with Sara

and some are hesitant, and it got to, "Why do you think that is?" And

some of the kids said, "Well, sometimes she gets really stiff and her

eyes go back." And it led into a seizure discussion.

6
Eventually Ihe children start educating the adults, both influencing

attitudes and modeling strategies. Examples were given during the interviews.

Second grade teacher: The children seem so natural, especially by

the time they're in second grade. They have developed relationships

from kindergarten and first grade. And I-think that the first year that

the teacher has children with these kinds of needs in the room, that
adult is coming with a certain amount of baggage, so to speak, and I
think it's wonderful to watch the children, because it's so natural for

them.... If you just kind of stand back and let it flow, you start
getting,rid of some of that baggage.

Second & third grade teacher: Last year I had Mark and Sara and I

was a first year teacher and I didn't really know how it was going to be

just to have 24 kids in my room, let alone these two. And I remember

thinking this was going to be beyond me even to do this. And [the
support teacher] gave me the lead on this. He said, "Just let the kids

go with it. Just watch the kids and see what they do." So for the

first week, I really just stood back and watched the kids and they

really taught me how I was supposed to be with these children. It

wasn't anything that someone sat me down and said, "Now, this is what

you do with them." The kids definitely tell you what you should do with

them. They know, because they've been with them since kindergarten, and
they know them and they know their little quirks, and what they like and

don't like.

First grade teacher: [An aide had taken one child to the bathroom

and another child, waiting outside, started screaming.] And [the aide]

said the screaming stopped all'of a sudden. And she came out and there

s.ias [a child without disabilities] stroking Kelly's back and calming her

down. It was totally natural.... See what the kids do with the

situation. They handle it fine.

Second/fourth grade teacher: A sub came in at the beginning of
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the year, and it was 9:30, and S-...ar.-y came up and said, "Sara's supposed

to have her braces on right now. It's something you don't,focus on

every minute, but they-know....

Support teacher for second, third, & fourth grade: One of the
nicest things for "[the regular class teachers] as a big offshoot of
inclusion is that they're having stuff they never had the chance to

learn when they were in school. The kids are growing up learning sign

language. The kids are growing up seeing things people used to call

grotesque as commonplace.... "Iirea.h, he drools, but that's just what he

does."... But it's just somethir,g that's accepted. Or the kids tell

.
the teacher, "You know, we're out of Wipes. We've got to have Wipes."

Understanding the nature of a student's disability has enabled teachers
to be more tolerant of some instructional and behavioral challenges. While

teachers still see students with problem behavior as the greatest challenge to

inclusion, teachers more often recognize problem behavior as an exaggerated

form of typical behavior.

First/fourth grade teacher: Over the last five,years, since we've
had children with special needs in the building, one thing that we've
absolutely learned is that kids are kids are kids. And where same of

these behaviors are a lot more exaggerated than they are-in typical
kids, nobody likes to come in off the playground.... And with Jeff, and

John, and Randy, and with hearing impaired children, and emotionally
disturbed children, I really wanted to see growth at the same rate. I

wanted these disruptive behaviors to stop immediately and they don't.
But then I had a couple other kiis who are really as much or more of a

problem last year who aren't classified. They were typical kids who

w2ren't typical. And so I think one advantage we've had in the last
five years is that we've begun to look at children as individuals. And

when something is more exaggerated with a classified child, it has to be
dealt with, and then sometimes when we have children who aren't
classified who have some of these exaggerated behaviors, we have to
problem solve that individually also.

All eight teachers who completed the questionnaire about inclusion
reported that they teach about students with disabilities both as a formal

part of the curriculum and.incidentally, as the need arises. During classroom
observations, discrete incidents of teaching and learning about disabilities

were not observed. The ease with which regular class teachers and students
without disabilities interacted with students with severe disabilities and

responded to specific student needs was evident, however.

A third level effect was also discovered in one kindergarten and one

fourth grade. Each class had & student teacher who, as an integral part of

her practice teaching in elementary education, was learning about students

with disabilities as well as the values that support inclusion, strategies

that promote inclusion, and the outcomes that result from inclusion. One

student teacher was eager to talk about how this experience affected her.

1 0
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Fourth grade student teacher: Because I'm from the traditional

ideas of the school, that [students with severe disabilities] were

always in a separate class, I didn't really stop to think about what

would happen if they weren't [in separate classes] anymore, ... and

that's so sad when I think back on it. When I walked into that class, I

was very shocked to see Sara sitting there.... At first I felt a lot of

pity toward her, and I know now that's not the answer: It was so

natural, that I didn't notice her 'til maybe ten Minutes after I was

there. And that amazed me. I thought, "I can't believe I didn't see

this girl sitting there!" And when I got home, I thought, "How is this

ever going to work in a classroom like this?' You've got 21 students

that are functioning at a certain Avel, and then you've got this other.
girl who is obviously not up to where these other kids are."...

The one thing that really stuck out in my mind is that it's not

only wonderful for Sara to be there, but the other children, it teaches'

them so very much: cooperation, compassion. The first half of the

semester, I thought they were being nice to her because she was disabled

... and they feel real sorry for this girl. But by the middle of the

semester, I realized they didn't think ebout it like that. Only I

did.... This little girl was one of them....
The kids kept telling me certain things that would excite Sara,

and I thaaght ... they were just vantink to believe that. "If you wear

the color red, that's really good, and these neon colors really excite

her." And one day, I actually saw her follow the color red and smile,

.and there was a whole transformation for me.... I think of these poor

kids in segregated classrooms.... An aide pr a teacher can only do so

much as far as inspiring this student, but the kids were with her, and

they were doing things with her, they were talking,to her, they were

touching her. Sara.had constant stimulation the entire day....
We did a tape of government sounds just for Sara [as part of a

unit on government] and the kids were so into it, they felt like they

weregiving her something so special, and I looked at it'as though we

were giving Sara this special present. And [the cooperating teacher]

said, "That's net true. You're giving her the education she deserves.

You're not giving her anything above and beYond what she's supposed to

have. .It's not a gift. It's expited." ... So we totally revamped how

we werelgoing to give it to her40,.. so it was just part of our

lesson.... Weyere doing [another project], and [some kids) kept

saying, "Why don't we feature Sara, because that would be really nice?"

And this little girl raised her hand and said, "But wait. I den't think

that's a good idea. All of us are epecial in our own way." And I

thought, "Wow!" ...
Just to be a neoPhyte teacher like that, just entering the system,

it was culture shock, but by the end of the semester when I walked out

of there, I was definitely an advocate, and there would be nothing to

change my mind.... If I went into a classroom now where there was a
student like Sara, I would not feel nervous, and that's a very important

thing to me. I walked in there [the first day] and honestly, when I saw

Sara I started to have tears in my eyes. I said, "This poor little

girl." And yet, when I left, I thought she was the happiest thing I had

ever seen. Even the little kids that are sometimes little pains in the

11
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neck, they were so tender with her.... And I saw the innocence of

children come out with her, and that was_something that brought tears to

my eyes. But they were certainly different:tears from the first day

Curziralum_anthlaterials
During the past five years, teachers at Harry L have studied and ad:e:ed

"developmentally appropriate practices- as advocated by National Associati.7.:n

for Education of the Young Child (Bredekamp, 1986). They have moved-from an

emphasis on paper and pencil tasks to more Manipulatives and creative metho:ie,

not just in the primary grades but throughout the elementary years. In the

inclusion questionnaire, four teachers reported that-they would have moved in

the direction of developmentally appropriate pratice, whether or not they had

students with severe disabilities in their classes. The other four

respondents, however, reported that having students with severe disabilities

in their classes forced them..to make changes in their curriculum that

benefitted all students. DuriRg the interviews, teachers described their

thinkiRg.

First grade teacher A: I think I used the children with special

needs as part of an excuse tO do things I. wanted to in the classroom,

but before I didn't feel I had legitimate reasons. Like where we do

stations and Lhe kids rotate from one to another. I always felt like an

art table or a clay table was kind of frivolous, that I shouldn't do

that more than once or twice a week, because what are the kids really

getting Out of it? But once I started working with (two students with

disabilities who] still struggle a bit with first grade Curriculum, I

thought, "Well if we're reading about birds and doing math about birds,

they can make clay,birds. Everybody can be successful doing that."...

And then after learning about more developmentally appropriate practices

for first graders, I realized I don't need an excuse.... All kids can

benefit from it.-

First grade teacher B: This time I was using real coins. Years

ago I would have used cardboard coins that came in the book. I would

have had all the kids with their little envelopes of cardboard coins and

going crazy because they were dropping them or couldn't find the right

ones. I also would probably have used the picture coins on a ditto

sheet,-and had the kids adding up dimes and nickels using picture coins,

which I even have a hard time telling which is a dime and which is a

penny in the pictures.

Support teacher for kindergarten & first grade: I think now, when

I first walked into kindergarten, what a nightmare. There were three

workbooks in kindergarten that they had to do. I mean everyday these

little kids were doing paper and pencil tasks.... These activities

didn't lend themselves very easily to adapt so everyone could be

included. And little by little, it was like, "Well, let's not order

,that for next year. Instead of the math book, let's do more

manipulstives. Let's get rid of the language arts workbook."
Kindergarten/first grade teacher: -I was accountable for three

workbooks for these little kindergarten kids. And I remember (a

I I'
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university faculty member] ComiRg over and saying, "Oh my," and I said,
"We have to do these.-- This is what I'm supposed to be doing.- And it

really made us look at developmentally appropriate practices, and that's
when all this stuff started: And I kept Saying, "I can't do this. I

can't do these workbooks with these kids. What are we going to do?" ...

We started gettiRg information on developmentally appropriate practices,
from NAEYC, and all those kinds of things, because it was wrong (to do

the workbooks]. And probably We would have kept doing it if we hadn't

had children with special needs.
First grade teacher: When I started working with [students with

disabilities] I felt like everything went pretty smoothly, because we .

had already started gettiRg into developmentally appropriate practices
and doiRg stations, not having a teacher stand in front of the rOom.

Suppott-teacher for kindergarten & first grade: And if one child
needs manipulatives, puttiRg them in the middle of the table and saying,
"Anybody who.needs them can use them," and not pointing out that he.

really needs to use them.

An effort was made to corroborate this reported shift by analyzing
materials orders for relationships between placement*of students with severe

disabilities with a teacher and the types of materials the teacher ordered.
Unfortunately, school records do,not indicate which taacher ordered which
materials, so correlations could not be determined.

One special education teacher also noted that recognition Of
developmentally apPropriate practices had positively influenced her view of an
appropriate curriculum for students with severe disabilities.

Support teacher for kindergarten & first grade: When we first
started back in 87, I really strongly thought that nothing should be
taught that wasn't functional. We were in a classroom with other five
and six year olds, and I would look at the activities they were doing,
and if I didn't believe they would have an outcome for future
environments, I would say, "No, we can't participate in that."... Yes
they need to be taught functional skills, but that social aspect needed
to be included, and ... it's OK for a five year old child to be a five

year old 'child.

When students with severe disabilities could notisuccessfully
participate in.regular class activities, teachers reported making

individualized curriculum adaptations. Class observations confirmed the
following general approach to curriculum adaptation: ,

Same task, easier step: While other first graders worked on
writing numeral to 100, Todd worked on writiRg numerals to 10.

Same task, adapted materials: While other first graders made
cards for a friend, Ben wrote his greeting on the computer.

Same activity, different task: While other first graders sang a
song, Kelly was taught to sit with the group, wear headphones to hear a
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taped song, and hold her hands on the speaker of the tape recorder.
While other fourth graders reviewed their math homework, one student
helped Sara hold a neon crayon anc write answers on the page. When the

friend read the paper, she shined a red flashlight on the part she-was

reading. Sara's goal related to head control, grasp, and vision

Parallel activity: While other first graders worked at stations,

Kelly was offered a variety of nmiterials and activities in the area of

each station. At one point she left the classroom, carrying her bag,
for a trip to the bathroom and then to the nurse's office for

medication. This addressed needs related to health, toiletiag, and
travel in the school, and respected her need to change activity more
frequently than other students.

While adapting curriculum for students with severe disabilities was

essential for their successful inclusion, teachers reported that they now

provide many ways for all children to display knowledge, rather than one

activity. They look at children more as individuals and allow for individual

learding styles.

Support teacher for second, third, & fourth grade: We had oranges

and we drew the equator on them, and we put the North and South Pole in

with toothpicks. And some of that was really good for. Marshall; you

know his hand strength was really poor. And just doing all those

activities was fun for him, and he was involved with the rest of the

kids, and they were learning something at another level too.

Second/fourth grade teacher: I used to have this notion that

manipulatives were just for K-1-2 or early primary The fourth graders

love to work hands-on more than anything. . . . I can't remeMber the last

time I offered just one way to assess, or one way of guided practice, or

one way of independent practice. They always have a choice. We just

did a culminating activity today. Some of them are doing board games;

some of them are doing dioramas; some of them are doing a story map.

You know, there are many different learners. You have to offer a

variety of ways.

In response to the questionnaire on inclusion, all eight teachers

reported that they usually or frequently planned lessons for their classes so

all students can use manipulatives, so lessons reach students with varied

learning styles, so students can demonstrate knowledge in varied ways, so

students of varied abilities can participate and succeed,- with cooperative

goal structures, and with mixed ability groupings. While the teachers

reported planning lessons with individualistic goal structures frequently or

occasionally, they reported occasionally, rarely, or never planniRg lessons

with competitive goal structures or same ability groupings. These practices,

evident during classroom observations, appear to be both a necessary condition

for and an effect nf successful efforts to include students with severe
disabilities in regular class activities.
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success for All
The school district has the stated belief that "All children can and

will learn well." When asked directly alpout this belief, all teachers

endorsed it quite emphatically. In ether discussions, however, teachers

conceded that they hadn't always "walked the talk" and that having students

with severe disabilities in their classes helped bring deeper meaning to their

belief.

First/fourth grade teacher: Seven years ago when I WIS teaching

on a 4-5 team at Harry L, I had some learning disabled children in my

class.... When those childr-n were in my room, they had to do what

everyone else had. We were out for mastery and everyone had to fit the

same mold. And even though we said we looked at the children as
individuals, I don't think we were until we got into the developmentally
appropriate practices, and we started thinking together and we Started

letting synergism happen. We started bringing the OT and the PT and the

speech teacher into the classroom and everybody started to work
collaboratively, and now all of a sudden we're seeing a lot in children

other than the classified children that we never saw before.

First grade teacher; [Having students with severe disabilities in

the class] has made me much more comfortable with altering the

expectations for children as needed, and much more comfortable with the

fact that children learn at different rates and there are different

learning styles.... I remember feeling very frustrated about it. But

now I'm very comfortable with, [a child with learning disabilities]

might not learn to read this year, but he will certainly learn to read

sometime.... I think it took me a while to realize what Jill's success

would be.... I felt like [Jill] would mako progress, but it took me a

while to realize the adaptations were fine, that it was OK.... When we

were playing a game of number bingo, she could be right with us doiRg

it. She did what her peers were doing with just modified

expectations.... I always realized she would be successful in some way,

but being able to include her and measure her success aad seeing it on a

daily basis wis something I learned from having her in my room.

With their commitment to success, teachers were concerned about what

would be expected of the students with severe disabilities when placed in

regular classes.

First/fourth grade teacher: One of the thiRgs we talked about in

the beginniRg years ago was that we didn't want a watered down special

ed program... and I kept 9ondering if that's what we were producing in

some cases. [The support teacher] helped me with that a lot. But as we

kept going and finding different ways for kids to exhibit learning, what

we found was that our standards of performance were not being watered

down. We were doing the branchiRg out and taking the kids to higher

levels that we should have been dcing all along.

As discussed under Curriculum and Yaterials, having children with severe

disabilities in their classrooms moved teachers to re-examine their approach.
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As they redesigned curriculum, materials, and methods for the students with

severe disabilities, they also saw how cthers could be more successful.

First grade teacher: [Planning activities appropriate for
students with severe disabilities] legitimized my wanting to do things

that seemed for fun and less acadenic. You know, clay is good for fine
motor, and Ben or Kelly might need fine motor, so I would use them as an

excuse. But then, as I pulled out activities like that, I really
realized that all kids need activities like that on a daily basis, not
just once a week, on a special Friday.

-Support teacher for second, third, & fourth grade: [A third grade
teacher] wasn't that happy with what the kids were learning ... so she
brought it up at the team meeting and she decided to go with activity

centers and she planned two of them specifically for kids who weren't

really being,successful, not all kids who were classified. And Patrick

and Joey weri. two kids in one group she pointed out, and they had
manipulatives and they laid out a crocodile on the ground and measured

it. And they were doing things that were meaningful, hands on, that
Patrick and Joey could stay with.... Or even with kids who have a hard
time structuring their thoughts, to put them in some kind of order to
tell a story, just having them draw a picture instead of using letters.
Just go through the pictures to tell the story; draw it out. -1-f-you can

retell it, that's part of storytelling, isn't it? So having them go to
that point and then haviRg them work on taking the picture rids; to words

and sentences and chunking them up.

Teachers now recognize and look for individual rates of progress and learning

styles for all their students, as reflected in descriptions of two students

without identified disabilities.

Kindergarten teacher: He's always moving, always moving. He

can't sit still. I can't ask him to sit still. He can go in the back

and move around. He takes in everything like a sponge. He may be

moving, but what I'm reading or what he's doing, he's absorbing. And

the things he comes back with are absolutely amazing. Whereas, if I

said "Sit," I think he'd be sitting there just thinking, "She's makiRg
me sit here."... But when he's allowed the freedom to move about ...
[he's] taking it all in.

First grade teacher: I gave them a lot of different coins and had

them add them up for me. And I had one little child, while she was
waiting for me to get to her, she was patterning with them: like dime-

nickel-dime-nickel-dime. And she was very proud of it. Previously I

think I would have been just Aghast. "You're not supposed to be
patterning; you're supposed to be adding." Whereas nos; I looked at

that child and realized that developmentally, that's where she was, and

so I encouraged her to expand on her patterns and made a note that I

would get back to her later.... And it was wonderful. She looked at me

and said, "I'm really smart," and I said, "Yes you are."
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Teachers at Har:y L put more emphasis on cooperative goal structures

than on competition. Questionnaire relspondents indicated that they usually or
frequently use cooperative goal struct:.:res.and mixed ability groupings and'
only occasionally or never use competitive goal structures and same ability

groupings. Although these strategies were used and advocated at Harry L prior

to inclusion of students with severe disabilities, inclusion seems to have
strengthened teachers convictions about and broadened their applications of

heterogeneous cooperative groups. Teachers have also found that, when
including students with disabilities, ensuring success for all students means
being intentional about group composition.

Second & third grade teacher: You have to match up more

carefully. You can't just give a random match-up and say, "OK go sit
where you want to sit in these gr.-cups." If you put students with Hark
and Sara who aren't receptive to Mark and Sara, they're both going to
lose in the group because [the children without disabilities] are not
going to have a partner who will work with them and Mark and Sara are
not going to have someone who will be more receptive to them.

First/fourth grade teacher: What we've found is that in some
cases it's a lot better to leave the children with someone, with a
partner that we know they can work with, rather than give them an
additional difficulty to work through. So with children with special
needs, we talk to them privately and ask sometimes if this is warranted,
"Who would you like to work with? Would you like to sit at this table?
I think you would be really good with...."

Teachers reported that they have moved from "mainstreaming" (having
children with disabilities in the class without supports or adaptations) to
"inclusion" and integration (ensuring participation and success by providing
appropriate programmatic and social supports).

Second/fourth grade teacher: Even though Mark and Sara didn't
look like typical second graders, I really had set in my mind in the
beginning, "OK, they have to learn their addition facts in second grade.
They have to be reading on a second grade level by the time they get out

of here." I really had that in the back of my head. And I think that's

a big thing for teachers. They really feel like they're responsible for
getting through the curriculum no matter what type of disability the
child has.... [The support teacher explainedA "Well, Sara's goal is to
respond to the color red, because she really likes red, and soreday
maybe we can get her to use a conmunication system with her eyes
responding to a color." Then you start to understand. But it made me

become more flexible with knowing that maybe I will partly be
responsible for some of the goals that she needs to meet, but she's not
going to read and that's not her primary goal.

Later this teacher's fourth grade class was observed during a lesson

about customs of Iroquois Indians. After an introductory discussion, students
generated ideas in cooperative groups, and then brought their ideas back to a

large group discussion. Sara, who has severe disabilities, including
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blindness and severe developmental delay, is a regular member of a cooperative

group. While all the groups listed their ideas on paper, Sara's group wrote

on a red transparency on a backlit easel positioned where Sara Could see it.

Sara's group members periodically checked to see if she was looking, spoke to

her to regain her attention, and repositioned her head-if necessary.

In the past, concLis had been raised about whether attention to the

needs of students with severe disabilities might take away from meeting the

needs of other students. In contrast, teachers expressed commitment to the

belief that success for students with severe disabilities increased success

for others. One Of the desired exit behaviors for students in the Johnson

City Central School District is concern for others, and inclusion of students
wah severe disabilities at Harry L is clearly achieving that outcome. On a

more pragmatTt level, however, teachers consistently expressed belief that

their efforts to include students with severe disabilities was helping them

become better teachers for all students.

First grade teachv: You know, I fiad so much supPort. And extra

personnel to help out, that you're child actually gains more. And not

to mention gaining more in the area of concern for others, ... but even

just with the academics. THe typical children gain so much because
there's an extra pair of hands in the room.

First/fourth grade teacher: Because of.the way the teams operate,

teams with children with special needs have the teacher with special ed

expertise. So we look ahead at what we're going to be teaching and take
into account the IEP and the needs of those children along with

everybody else. So just as we look ahead and see what we're going to do

to meet the needs of other kids, that's the case here too.... In no

case, ever, is that a detriment to other children in the class. What

we're finding is that when we use techniques that have been
traditionally used in special ed, everybody is learning better. And

that is not a problem; that's an asset.

Collaborative Rroblsm Solving
Another de'sired exit behavior for Johnson City students is problem

solving. Several teachers at Harry L participated in a Collaborative
Education Project in which they learned "collaborative problem solving," a

formal problem solving process applied to enhance successful integration of

students with severe disabilities in regular education contexts (Salisbury &

Palombaro, 1991). In this process, children without disabilities become
partners with adults to adapt activities, and often take the lead and

facilitate problem solving. Although not all teachers had been formally

trained in the formal proceSs, they all expressed enthusiasm for having the

students help devise strategies for inclusion, both because of the quality of

their solutions and because of the learning that occurs in the process.

Second grade teacher: I find that the children have better ideas

than I do. And they're more natural. I might get the Weas, but they
become very phoney and set up, whereas kids are very honest and open.
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Kindergarten teacher: They have some really good ideas, some

really creative ideas. And sometimes we think of things that, would make

it easier for us, or make it easier for the aides:..: But the children

think of more creative ways that they think.would be fun, or that they

think would be interesting.

Support teacher for second, third, & fourth grade: (Referring to

a game devised for a student with severe disabilities) You let the kids

try and go through problem solving, but also fail. Fail is a bad word

maybe, but _have somethiRg that dces-mi't work, redo it, go back and do it

again.... But you can, as an idult, be tempted to say, "Oh no, that's
not goiRg to work." And you can stop it right there and let it go no

further.... But letting kids go through that process and not having

things work the first time is really important.... (The game) didn't

work. It all flopped. And Michael built it with [the student with

severe disabilities]. Tape and r...-..bber bands and pencils.... You know

the physics of tape, and weight, and you know force. And the kids don't

know those properties, and it's gDod that they don't. And things are

going to fall down with a certain weight, but let it fall. Because then

they can just find out how to hold.it up better next time.

The teachers also found that involving the class in problem solving was

natural, because often it was the'studts who first saw the need, c-ho had

vested interests in solutions, and who were influential in implementiRg

solutions.

Second & third grade teacher: The kids are the ones who helped me

Problem solve how we were going to get Mark mad Sara in on this.... And

with Mark and Sara there in their day-to-day life since kindergarten,

it's just somethiRg that happens rulturally with them. If I had to sit

dour, and think, "How am I going to include Mark and Sara in this?" I

would rack my brain and be there for hours and probably come up with

nothing. But these kids, you don't even have to present it to them.
You don't even have to say, "How can we include Mark and Sara?" They're

already on to it and moved past it.

First/fourth grade teacher: Randy had a penchant for takiRg off

his shoe and throwing it and hittingsomebody in the back of the head.

That was one of his favorite things to do, so that was the topic of

several problem solving sessions__ And then, because they're involved

in the process, then they're involved in the results, and they carry

through with what they say.

Collaborative problems solving ex-ended beyond the school to field trips

and other events, such as Field Days, an annual outdoor recreational and

competitive event.

First/fourth grade teacher: We had Jeff participating in
everythiRg else, but with his wheelchair, I wondered how we were going

to get him around the grassy area. And [the support teacher] was tied

up with someone else.... So I had another child with me. We trundled
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Jeff around and the kids were abs:lutely thrilled. At first I said, "I
don't know if Jeff is going:to dc this." And the kids were all standing
there with me and they said, "Well he has to. He's part of the class."
It was just understood. So I said, "OK, how are we going to do it?"
And they said, "We'll help."

During classroom observations, specific instances of collaborative
problem solviRg were not observed. During the three-year Collaborative
Education Project, however, numerous instances of collaborative problem
solving were recorded, addressing issues related to students' physical,
social, and academid needs, as well as staff needs related to logistics
(Salisbury & Palombaro, 1991). Salisbury and Palombaro cited the following .

examples, which illustrate how students became peer advocates.

In the cafeteria, a child in a wheelchair was sitting at a
different table from his classmates because, when sitting together,
cafeteria monitors were concerned that his wheelchair blocked aisles.
Classmates generated the solution that they wodld rearrange tables and
assude responsibility for putting them back when lunch was over.

A child with severe disabilities was not an active participant in
playground activities, such as using the slide. Peers determined that
the child should have a helmet and then they would take the child down
the slide.

When a class was making Mother's Day cards, a teacher's aide was
concerned about how a student who cannot hear or talk could let her
mother know how important she is. Peers saggested that they help her
make a book and make choices to say why her mother is important. They
also determined that the student should chose which group she wanted to
work with.

A child with severe iisabilities arrived at school on an,early
bus, before an Aide arrived to take her to the playground. While other
children walked around the school to the playground, the bus driver
called the child's,teacher, creating routine interruptions. Students
and faculty devised a plan for children from the bus, including th
student's brother, to walk the child to the playground. The bus driver
called playground monitors by walkie talkie to let them know the child
was off the bus and going to the playground.

Teachers reported that the collaborative problem solving strategy helped them
operationalize their belief that all children, including those with the most
severe disabilities, could be successful in regular education settings.

apectation of Inclusim
Over the five years that students with severe disabilities have been

educated at Harry L, teachers have developed increasing expectations that all
children will participate in regular class activities. This belief WBS not
strong at the outset, however.
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Support teacher for.kindergarten & first grade: I think some

people really needed to see it before they could believe it. Reading

research, reading articles, for some people that was enough to say,

"Good. Let's go, let's try it." Some people on our team said, "I've
read all that and I'll do it, but I don't know if I believe. I want to

see it in action. I need to see it happening, be successful, before I'm

going to'change my belief system."

Second grade teacher; I have to tell you that when they first
started, and I saw what they could do, I thought, "This will never
work," because they aren't doing anything my children are doing. And

then I started our mornings with big books, and they would sit on the

floor with the children and Randy got very involved. He loved to look

at the pictures so he was very quiet.... Then one day they were in my
class for a math lesson ... and I said, "Is there anyone who would like

to come to the board,now?" And Randy's hand went up, so [the support
teacher] went up to the board with him and said, "OK, now this is what

we're going to do." And he loved it.... Up to that point I thought
they would be sitting in the room but they wouldn't be doing anything

because they can't do anything.... And [the support teacher] was
saying, " Well now how can we get them involved in the group? What

could we do? What could they do?- So then we looked at what my day

looked like and how they could be included.

As adults developed and modelled this expectation, so did students.

First grade teacher: One time we went to [a nature center] and of

course we had Mark and Sara with us, and everyone in the whole class had

a chance to be in a pond and they all got to be different creatures in a
pond, and they were talking about being predators and stuff like that.
And Mark and Sara were not involved because the person who was doing the
presentation did not think to include them. And I remember the children

coming to me one after another and saying, "Can't Mark play? Can't Sara

play?"... And when we got back [to school], it was just top on their

minds. That's all they wanted to talk about. They were hurt because

[Mark and Sara] were left out.

Second/fourth grade teacher: We're planniRg a really big trip to

Albany.... You leave at 6 in the morning and come home at 6 at night,
and [the team asked], "Would this benefit Sara?".... And I said, "It is

a really long day, but we-better let Sara's mom make that decision as to

what she wants to do.... But I'm telling you right now, you tell that
class that she's not going, and they're going to want to know why.
They're going to want to know what the problem is." And if I said, "We

just don't know how much Sara would get out of it," they'd ask, "What do

you mean?"

Factors that seem to promote this expectation include personal beliefs, a
school philosophy that the class is a family, availability of supports to make
inclusion successful (e.g., planning time, assistance from professionals and
paraprofessionals), and greater facility in using strategies to achieve
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inclusion (e.g., coqaborative problem- solving). While teachers express a

strong commitment to inclusion, it-is :Lear that degree of inclusion is a

sensitive topic. Teachers'do not want to be pushed into an all-or-nothing
position; tbey want to continue to use judgement about when and how students

should-be included or removed from activities.

9

Kindergarten/first grade tescher: They should be there as much as

they possibly can. And if they can't be there, it's either A medical
problem, a problem where they're really disrupting the classroom and

learning can't take place, or that maybe things that we're doing in the

classroom are not totally appropriate.... I'm more comfortable with

that than I was.... I thought, If they can't be in here then it's my

fault." Now I've seen, through the years ... there are times when they

can't be there, when it's more appropriate for them to be in a different

place....
Support teacher for kinders'srten & first grade: And I also think

learning takes place in different environments. For instance, Kelly

really needs to use the bathroom because that's the bathroom she's going

to be using in second.and third and fourth grade, and learning to use

the drinking fountain. She needs to be taken out of the room at times,

so we made goiRg to the bathroom and getting a drink all one

activity.... That all children will be included, yes, iStit I still feel

there is partial participation, and there are times when somethiRg may

be going on in the classroom, that I don't want to water it down, or I

don't want to artificially make it fit.... When they're doing reading,
having Kelly sit and self-stim with the pages of the book, just to say.

she's sitting.... We can't include kids just to say they were being
included and sacrifice good teaching and their goals.

Part of the discomfort seems related to the varying ways teachers define

inclusion. Some teachers seem to believe that adapting expectations,
curriculum, and materials is not consistent with inclusion.

First grade teacher: I can't see Kelly participating in any of

the activities we do in here. It's mostly something that's different

from what we do. Which isn't to say I don't think she belongs in the
classroom, but I don't see force fitting her into activities that most

six-year-olds are doiRg.

During two observations in Kelly's first grade classroom, she was seen

both fully included and removed from the classroom. During an opening circle,

children sang and signed songs. SittiRg in the circle and wearing headphones,
Kelly was prompted to turn on a tape recorder and to hold the recorder on her

lap with her hands on the speaker. Although she was restless and required
continual guidance, she appeared to be part of the group and not disruptive.

After about 15 minutes, Kelly left the classroom (to go to the bathroom and

nurse), which everyone seemed to take in stride. Later, students worked at

four stations. Three involved academic tasks; one had a variety of toys for

fine motor activities. Kelly was assisted to use several toys at the last

station, but seemed to reject toys in quick succession. After a few minutes,

she was taken to work in the hall, where she was encouraged to participate in
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gross motor activities. Kelly's teachers reported that earlier in the year
they had insisted Kelly work with the class, but she screamed continually,
which interfered with both Kelly's and the other students' education. During

this observation, it appeared that Kelly's team worked to include her in
meaningful ways while respecting her activity tolerance, respecting the needs
of other students in the class, and addressing Kelly's non-academic needs.

Other teachers also struggle with the appropriate inclusion of students
with severe disabilities who are more active and disruptive.

Second grade teacher: We went through a period where Randy did a
lot of screaming. And the kids did much better than I did. And there
were times when I would,say, "I think Randy needs to go out of the
room," because I wanted him to know that that was not acceptable
behavior.... But I really wanted them in the room as much as

possible.... And there were times when it wasn't appropriate.
Support teacher for second, third, & fourth grade: I think too

though that it becomes much more reinforcing for the child to be in the
classroom, even if it means it's reinforcing because they disrupt the
classroom.... [Jamie] disrupted the class and there was a lot of
aggression, and noise and adults talking to kids.... But a consequence

for that was that 6he had to leave the room. And that happened less and
less and it became very apparent that she had a need to be in the

room.... It got very old being out of the class.... It took a very

long time, ba it was effective.

Insome situatiOns, teachers may have set unrealistic expectations.

First/fourth grade teacher: Before [inclusion of students with
severe disabilities] I knew that in some cases I needed to pull any

child aside and deal with a situation privately, or a need privately.
what I found myself doing with children with special needs was not what
I was doing with other kids. I was trying to include them absolutely
across the board in everything. It was almost like I was afraid to pull

them out for anything ... and that's not smart

In most situations, however, teachers seem to have set a goal that they

have not yet achieved. Several teachers expressed feelings that they needed
to do better with these students; it was their responsibility to find ways to
include the students more fully and more successfully. In responses to the

inclusion questionnaire, four teachers agreed with the following statement:
Based on my experience, I expect that children withsevere disabilities
who are more active and disruptive will participate in fewer inclusive
activities and more parallel activities than children with multiple
disabilities.

Three teachers disagreed with this statement, but two of the three added
comments aboutthe challenges of including these-students. Seven out of eight

teachers reported that students with severe disabilities were included
appropriately most of the day during regular activities, with or without
adaptations. One of the seven reported including one student most of the day,
but two others little of the day; another teacher ieportod incl,Iding students
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-with severe disabilities some 7,f the day. In interviews, teachers noted that

the extent and quality of inclusion incr,eased each year, as the teachers'

competence increased.

In contrast, teachers seem to expez.t or accept that some therapies must

be parallel.

Second & third grade teacher: I think it's different with

different needs. Like with Mark and Sara, it's not like they were being
disruptive in class and you had tc remove them for that_reason. I think

with them it was harder to get them in there all the time because.of OT,

; PT, and everything else.

First grade teacher: I'll never forget one year when [a child
with mild disabilities] had to do something with either OT or PT, and it

was hammering nails into a board. And they're off in the back of the

room hammeriag nails into a piece of wood while I'm teaching a lesson up

in the front of the room. And I realized that there are times when it's

appropriate for them to be removed from the room.

In interviews, teachers indicated it was common practice for therapists

to work in the classrooms, and spoke of the benefits of that practice. Duriag

this study, therapists were sometimes observed working with students in the

classroom, but often on an activity parallel with the activity of the rest of

the class. During other observations, students with severe disabilities were

not found with their class because they went for therapy. Questionnaires

asked teachers about the extent that students with severe disabilities were

included in regular class activities while receiving therapy services. Four

teachers reported that students were ilcluded mpost of the time during speech

therapy, and that was appropriate, but the other four respondents reported

students included some or little of the time for speech therapy, which was too

little. For occupational therapy, four teachers reported students included

most of the time, four reported 500C of the time; six said the amount of

inclusion was appropriate while one said it was too little, and one didn't

respond. For physical therapy, seven teachers reported students included some

of the time, one reported little, but five said this amount of inclusion was

appropriate while only one said it was too little. (Two Jid not respond.) In

contrast, seven teachers reported including students with severe disabilities

most of the day during regular activities.
This range of responses might be explained in a varisty of ways.

Perhaps teachers are not as clear about how and when therapists can work with

them as they are about stpport teachers. Perhaps there is a mystique about

therapy services that deters tem.:hers from raising the same questionsabout

therapy services as they do about education. Interviews suggested that it was

the teachers with expertise in special education who initially asked the

questions or made the suggestions that resulted in planning progressively more

inclusive educational activities. If this was the case, there mayjpe an
unspoken expectation that the therapists have, will, or must lead integration

of their services. When asked whether she thought it was necessary to have

one student hammering nails as therapy separate from the rest of the class,

the teacher quoted earlier suggested Via"ble alternatives to pull-out therapy.
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First grade teacher: I thLrlk there were other things that he

could be doing. Or with the age g-roup I'm teaching, if [the student

with disabilities] is hammering nails, I bet all the kids would like to

do it. So I think that perhaps-if there had been better planning, that

would be something that Fe could incorporate into a lesson.... Which

makes it nicer for [tiO Student with disabilities] too because then he's

not singled out.

As will be discussed in TtAmE, the therapists have had few opportunities

to participate in planniRg meetiRgs, and therefore the teams have not had the

same mechanism to achieve inclusion of therapy services.

Thams
- Teams now include regular class teachers, a support (special education)

teacher, an occupational therapist, a pysi,cal therapist, and a speech

therapist. The expanded team benefits all children, not just those with

severe disabilities.

Kindergarten teacher: Since I started in this district in 1974,

we've always teamed.... It is a definite structure that is part of our

school district. What has chaRged is the peaple [who are part of the

temn].

Kindergarten/first grade teacher: We've always had teams as long

as I've worked here. But includiJng another person in Your team, the

special ed teacher, making sure s.he's always included in eA.Tery decision

that you make, that she has a lot of input, we seem to meet more
frequently because she has her concerns too, which are valid.... I

think inclur4on of that teacher is extremely important in every team .

meeting that we have, if possible.

Teachers have learned that techn:I..ques used in special education can be applied

to regular educationand vice versa.

Support teacher for second & third irade: There's a real desire

to make plans that include everybody ...looking not only at wbat can we

do to the general curriculum to make it meaningful for the special needs
children, but also what are they doing that we might be able to make

meaningful for the other kids.... As they're learning cursive, maybe

rolling play-dough for example, which might be foliowing directions with

objects and a fine motor activity ... and it's still materials that

they're really attracted to developmentally.

First/f6Urth grade teacheri, Variouspeople working with the child

with special needs come into thellassroom if at all possible.

Sometimes they'll work with other children too. You've got to get the

child they're working directly with in a tmsk and then move around the

11

group, or if we've arranged it ahead of time, 'we would have the entire

class doing a cettain thing that the needed task'could be embedded in.
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The support teacher plans in collaboeation with the team and then

provides training if needed. When planning, the team keeps individual

objectives in mind. Although there are often last minute changes,.teachers
have become more organized in their advance planning, sinde support teachers
and therapists need this information to plan for students with severe

disabilities.

First grade teadher: I think when you have a handicapped child in
your room, you.need to be a little more intentional and you need to havP

a little more of a long-term plan.... Not to say that I'm not as
flexible, and not to say that I don't go with a teachable moment.
Certainly we do that. But I think we're a little bit more intentional
and we plan ahead a little bit moee, because we need to sit down with,

our entire team, including this person who's working with the
handicapped child who has several other classroom's to serve as well.-

,

. Second & third grade teacher: If I know what's coming up in the
next week or the next two weeks, I'll give [the support teacher] a copy

of what's going on, ... and I'll ask her what can we do together....
=But then we need more time-off by ourselves to do planning for [students

with disabilities]. So during our team time, the big team time, it's

not hitting these kids directly. It's whole class.

Support teacher for second, third & fourth grade: There's so much
going on with the team itself, that for that team time, it's almost an
impossible task to do it all then and there in that 40 minutes or half

hour.

SpeCial education teachers are no longer viewed as "magicians," ratiler

they are resources and co-teachers. Regular and support teachers share

ownership for all students.

Kindergarten/first grade teacher: I thought [the support teacher]
could take the special ed kids in the afternoon, while they were all
self-contained, and wave her magic wand, and they were going toCbe all

fixed in the afternoon. Until I walked in there one afternoon and saw
this and thought, "We can do this in the regular classroom just as well
as they can do this in a self-contained classroom."

First/fourth grade teacher: When [support teachers] first came,

we looked on them as experts in what we wanted to do at Harry L, and

they weren't. They weren't and we weren't. We found that out pretty
quickly, ind it emphasized the need to think and plan together.... We

found out very quickly that if we planned together, we could figure cut
solutions for everything.

Support teacher for second, third, & fourth grade: If I can think

fast and [come up with a successful strategy], maybe the [classroom]
teacher can do that too.... Eventually 1-can see [a classroom teacher]
thinking-of [a student with disabilities] while she thinks-of the class.
3ut, you know, she doesn't have to call me to get [materials adapted for
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the student =.4ith disabilities] She has ideas that she does now.

First grade teacher: With Kelly, I really thought we needed more

things in the classroom. Fart of the reason she was yelling and
screaming was she wasn't finding this a very nice place to be. So I

talked with [the support teacher] about it, and brought in a trampoline.
It was for the whole class, but really Kelly was the one in mind,
because I knew she loved the one in physical therapy.

Support teacher for kindergarten & first grade: If [a teacher was
planning] something that was pure lecture, I would say, "Could you do-a
visual component to that? Because [a student with disabilities] really
needs to see it, not just hear it." So I can influence what's going on.
And also what we plan is the topics we want to co-teach.... That was
really important too, so the kids see us all as teachers.

Second grade teacher: I needed that morning meeting, with [the

support teacher)._ That was the time that, not only co01d we discuss
the children and plan for the children, but it was also the time that I
needed a certain amount of stroking, and I got it from [the support

teacher]. I think I was hoping that it worked both ways, but I needed
to be maybe validated for some of the things I was doing.

Second & third grade teacher: [The support teacher] would come in
and take over and teach the class to all the third graders, even if it
was math. And it didn't matter. It was something that he could teach

or I could teach. It was just both of us co-teaching in the room, so it
was never set up as [the support teacher] being 'here for [the students
with disabilities].... And he would teach a whole class, and I would be
with [two students with severe disabilities].

. Support teacher for kindergarten & first grade: If [a student] is
having a problem with [the classroom teacher], I don't want.to step in.
I mean, that's something that [the teacher and student] need to deal
with. So I may take over teaching the whole classroom so [the teacher]
can then deal with that prOblem.

Second/fourth grade teacher: [It's igportant that] you don't get
caught up in role specifications, you know, "Well, this isn't in my job

description. I don't have to pick up Sara," or "I don't have to do
that," or "I don't have to do this." It's just, you're here to benefit

everybody.

During one observation, the first grade teacher was suddenly called away

from school. The support teacher came in and took over the class, teaching

the math lesson with apparent ease. After introducing the lesson, the support
teacher assigned the children work to complete individuallY, then in small

groups. While most children worked independently, the support teacher and the
occupational therapist assiated children with disabilities.

Just as support teachers and regular class teachers have become team
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ma:es, teachers now view therapists as team members who can contributP to

iv...pr.-wing the education of all students.

First grade teacher: [The -...herapists] have also added a lot to

our teams, because when they come in the room, I won't only ask them

about "classified" children. I would also say, "You know I've noticed

he's drooling, and he's doing this, and he's doing that." And they'll

come in and help out with other children.

Therapists have not been as'involved in team planning, primarily because

they are responsible to more teams and some are in the building less often.

As a result, therapists don't always have a good understanding of class

routines and expectations, and teachers don't necessarily understand what the

therapist can contribute.

Second & third grade teacher: When the [occupational therapist

and physical therapist] came in, :ney had their stuff they had to cover

in the IEP and sometimes by hit and mias it might go along with what we

were doing in the room, but for the most part I'd have to say they just

went ahead and did their own work.... If they were there for planning

I don't know how realistic that could be though, logistically.... But I

think that would help a great deal if they had an idea where we're going

and vice versa. If I had an idea what they had to do, I might plan

differently.

Second grade teacher: I would assume that they plan with the

special ed teacher. I had very little to do with anyone, except they

always did [therapy] in my room... so the children would not have to

leave the room. But I basically had nothing to do with it ... possibly

because I never really knew what they did.

Second & third grade teacher: If Sara was having [therapy] or

Mark was haviRg [therapy] in the beck of the room, and I'd go back

there, [the occupational therapist] was very good at telling me, "This

is what I'm doing right now."... Because sometimes you look at them and

wonder, "Why are you doing that to that child?"

Teachers believe the therapists are interested in sharing information,

but logistics often interfere.

Kindergarten/first grade teacher. They're really very open with

us when we have any questions, and we feel free to ask them. You know,

what are they doing? What are things for? How long should they have

them on? [Their input is] also through [the support teacher]. It's

whoever they catch first.

First grade teacher: The special area people are pulled in

different directions, because they're not only working with our team.

We're going to meet with them once a month to come up with more specific

activities. You know, IEPs are nice, but what do we do on a daily basis

in the classroom? So I think we need to meet more with them, and also
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just get written notes. You know, aothing formal. Like [the

occupational therapist] will sometimes stick notes in my mailbox about

what to do with Ben. That helps a lot. Because, even though some of

the therapies are done in the classroom, other times they're removed for

certain parts of the therapy. And really, once the kids go out the

door, we don't know what's going on with them.

In some classes, therapists are starting to participate regularly in

planning and/or team teaching.

Support teacher for second & third grade: The speech therapist

this year is assigned to a team, so our speech therapist does meet with

us every day at our team planning time, and that's been real beneficial.

It helps just to coordinate all the activities. Physical therapists and

occupational therapists I see routinely, but we really have to set times

to try to meet ... usually on Thursday mornings.

Kindergarten teacher: Now our occupational therapist comes in on

Thursday afternoon and takes half the class and I take half the class

and do an activity. And we flip-flop so she'd including everybcdy in

the therapy for [a student with a disability].

Kindergarten/first grade teacher: We have a new speech therapist

workiRg with us this year. And she and [the support teacher] have

worked things out so that [the speech therapist) is coming in and doing

a block of time in the morning with the children. So [the speech

therapist] is coming in more often to find out what we're doing and

where she'll fit in.

Teachers think this area needs iAprovement, either by including

therapists in team planning on a reduced schedule and/or by support teachers

communicating more extensively with therapists.

Support teacher for kindergarten & first grade: We're trying to

meet at least once a month with the full team, aides and teachers,

everyone getting together with the therapists.... Because they're only

here twice a week, those days fill up very quickly.

Kindergarten/first grade teacher: We set one [meeting that

includes related services) for once a month, which is not often encugh,

but they're not here a lot. So we kind of have to work around their

schedule.... and to have them on every team would be really hard for

them.

In response to the inclusion questionnaire, teachers indicated that

classroom and support teachers should plan together 3 to 5 times a week, which

is already typical for the classroom teachers, but a slight increase for

support teachers. Respondents indicated that speech therapists typically plan

with their team about once a month, but once a week is desired. Occupational

and physical therapists typically plan with their team once a month or not at

all, and once a week is desired. During May, meetings of two teams were
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observed. A kindergarten-first grade team was planning a picnic for their

classes. The support teacher did not attend this meeting, but other teachers
noted that often there was discussion of students with 0-isab,ilities when she
attended, and in relation to the picnic, her input regai.di)NE participation by
students with disabilities would be desirable. A third-fourth grade team,
including their support teacher, had a varied agenda that included class lists
for students transitioning to middle school. This continued discussion from
prior team ueetings in which teachers proposed class lists with heterogeneous
groups that reflected what teachers know about relationships between and
manageability of certain pairs of students. Although neither team planned
specific instruction during these meetir,gs, the importance of the support
teachers to influence the discussions was evident. No related services staff
attended either meeting.

Teachers also recognize the aides as essential members of their teams,
who make a tremendous difference in whet'ner the children and other staff are

successful in their efforts.

First grade teacher:- You have to have a good aide, somebody that
deals well with the children.... And when you have aides in the room,
you know they're there primarily for the handicapped children, but
they're also willing to look after other children and help them too.

Teachers also recognize that parents are important members of their
child's team.

Kindergarten teacher: We have a notebook that goes back and forth
with Mary every day.... I wish I could do that with all kids.... I

call my parents more than write.... I've always called to keep in
touch, because we're workiRg together for their child. I can't do it by

myself. I need their help at home and we need to work together. And I

think the same is true with the spacial needs kids.

First grade teacher: Kelly's mom told us she could walk down the
stairs by herself, at her IEP meeting. And we all thought, "No way!"
And we realized she could do it. So we're learning from the children's
parents also.

-.The relationship between teachers and parents varies. In some cases, the
support teacher is the primary correspondent with the parents; in other cases
it is the classroom teacher.

4First grade teacher: [The support teacher] tends to be the one to
write to [students with severe disabilities1 parents rather than
myself.... And the notes mainly come addressed to [the support
teacher].... The communication between the regular class teacher and
the parents of the kids with special needs could be strengthened in some
way, so that they really do see us as their child's teacher and not just
the special ed teacher is their child's teacher.

Second/third grade teacher: We work much more closely with the
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parents of children with special needs, because it's an all-encompassing
kind of thing. You write in their book at night.... It makes you look
from a parent's perspective, though, even for the children in your
classroom that don't have special needs.... And I think we should have
that kind of communication with the parents for all kids.

Consistent with their expectation that students with severe disabilities
will be included in regular class activities, the teachers want parents to.see
their children as integral members of the class. The teachers also want
parents of children with severe disabilities to participate in inclusive
school activities.

Support to kindergarten & first grade: I got together with
parents of children with special needs and without, a group of
heterogeneously mixed )arents....We did t-shirt painting and then we had
both kindergarten cla!sses come together and we had a big picnic. haid we

had parents there because I thought that parents needed to have that
support. Parents needed to see how their children interact, and they
don't always get that opportunity during school. So our t-shirt
painting was at night, and we had a wonderful time. And then the picnic
was during the day, but we gave the parents weeks notice so they could
plan.

Teachers and parents also formed a Circles of Friends Club to address the
needs of students who had friends at school but few if any social contacts on
weekends. Eventually run by parents, the group grew from 35 to 75 children
who participated in weekend recreational activities, including a dance and a
camping trip.

Student-Asseasment--and-laz
The,speeial education teacher, rather than the regular class teacher,

has prima0\responsibility for formalized assessment'of students with severe
disabilitiee. The school is starting to use an "arena" approach to assessment
(Bailey & Wolery, 1989) in which several people assess the student together.

Support teacher for kindergarten & firSt grade: Usually it's been
the OT, PT, [special education teacher], speech, and depending on when
it's being done, there's sometimes a classroom teacher. We might call a
parent in.... Sometimes it would be appropriate [to involve the
classroom teacher] but getting substitutes or trying to get coverage is
sometimes really hard.

Although formal assessment of students with disabilities is usually considered
a "specialist" role, one teacher took it upon herself to conduct a formal
assessment using a .standardized tool.

Support teacher for second, third, & fourth grade: [The second &
third grade teacher] wanted a student tested, and I think she got a bit
frustrated about it not getting done. So she went to [the assistant
principal's] office and got the test and gave it herself.... I don't
know how effective it was, but she took on the responsibilitV of this
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thing she hadn't done before, ... and she immediately demystified this

test.... And now when someone says."the [test name)," it's not this

magical thiv. It's this hour long test that she doesn't like.

Second & third grade teacher: We were getting noWhere; it was
taking too long, so I went ahead and gave him the math part of it. And

that was a good chance for me to see [the process] because you send
these files down and say, "Can you please assess this child?" And they

come back with this little write-up on him, but you don't really know

what went on.

In general, the school is moving away froM\formal testing. The regular
class teachers assess students primarily through an approach they call "kid

watching." The teachers find that the kid watching they do with the rest of
their class is also appropriate for students with severe disabilities, and kid
watching has direct relevance to the IEF.

First/fourth grade teacher: We have opr units written with
standards of performance, very specific standards, so we know what to

watch for.... What we're watching for may be different because of the
child's IEP, or because of changes or adaptations in-that child's
carriculum or materials.... We watch for [our five exit outcomes] with

all kids at all times. But then within a certain academic area or unit
or lesson, we have very specific things that we're kid watching for.

And we keep track of those on checklists and writing on our hands or
whatever.

First grade,teacher A: There are times when I'm watching for

specific things. For example, when the class is reading to me, I'll
look to see if they are pointing, or if they're with me, and,things like
that. And then there's more informal kid watching where I'll watch them
during break and\snack time, or when they first come in in the morning,
where I'll watch to see just how they interact with each other. [A

project coordinator] will ask me, "Well, are the kids approaching Kelly?

Are they doing things with her?" And it's something I document.

Kindergarten teacher: [Assessment] is ongoing.... Right now, I'm

not getting a "yes" and "no" consistently with Mary's eyes up, so I need

to know if they're getting it at [her residential progtam]. And I need

to know if there is another thiRg we need to work on first.... So I

need to notice those kinds of things.... And when we sit down and do

the IEPs, then you have to know what their goals are. Otherwise you

don't know what you're working on.

First grade teacher B: We do a lot of assessment with checklists

now. We do very little with formal tests. So when I'm doing an
assessment with the kids, like my money unit, I'll put the coins out in

front of the children_ "Find the dime. Find the nickel. Find the

penny. Find the quarter." And then I'll ask the children, "How much is

the dime worth? ... the penny? ... the quarter?" ... I'm very

comfortable now modifying the assessment if I need to. For example, if
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I had [a student with-moderate disabilities), I would be very

comfortable having her pick out the pennies and the nickels.... And

[the support teacher and I] would adapt the report card. I think we did

a really good job, sitting down fzr maybe 10 or 15 minutes, it didn't
take long, and just write the repert card together. We both signed it,

which I think was nice for the parents to see that we're working
together with their child. And it meant a lot to the child to bring

home a report card with everyone else.... Then at the end of the year,

with [the support teacher], when they were looking at the IEPs to see .

what goals had been met, that was, something that I took part in also.

It's exciting to be a part of it. And it's nice to have that knowledge

base.

The regular class teachers are active participants in developing IEPs

for children with severe disabilities. Knowing the IEPs allows the regular

class teachers to understand the student's goals, better adapt curriculum to

meet goals, and take more ownership for the children. There has been a

definite evolution in the process.

Kindergarten/first grade teacher: Originally we weren't included
IEP planning meetings] and I kept saying, "Well, what are you doing?

I want to see what you're doing. Why are you doing this? And what does

this mean for my classroom?" And then they started including me in it.
I think that's really important for all regular educators to sit in an

that meeting. They have the parents there, the OT, the PT, the speech
therapist, everybody that's irrv6.1vied-withthe child. And we go over all

their IEP goals, what they'd like to see. And I think every regular
educator should do that, even though it takes time out of your day, you

still need to do that.

First grade teacher: The first year or two we had children with
handicapping conditions in the room, I had no clue of what the IEPs

were. And then starting with that third year, I would sit down with
[the support teacher] and talk with her, and actually have a say in what

the IEPs were. And [we] would talk about what the expectations were for
the typical children in first grade, and then we would talk about the

child (with disabilities) and what the expectations would be for that

child. And so I actually had a say in the writing of the IEPs, and also
with the OT and PT and speech, if they were involved. And that helped

me tremendously when it came to working with the children, if the
special ed teacher wasn't available and there was a last minute change

to be made. You know, if I looked at what I had planned for the
children and said, "Oh my gosh, [this child] shouldn't be doing this

paper! I can see hin getting frustrated." I would be very comfortable

making an adaptation because I had the knowledge base, '... and then I

11

would tell the special ed teacher later oin, "This is what happened, and

just have a er bag over your hesd and wonder why this is happening

comfortable making that decision without saying, "Oh-my gosh. I've got

with th child.

this is how I handled it," and get the feedback from her. But I felt

to go talk to [the support teacher] before I can do this." ... You can't

ap
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The regular class teachers are no longer just curious about the IEP; they see
their involvement as essential if the students' needs are to be met.

First/fourth grade teacher: I told each of the special ed
teachers that I'd like to be involved in [IEP planning], because they're
not in here all day, and I am. And there are things I have kid watched
for and I can enlarge on. .In some cases, especially where something on
the IEP needs to be changed, I have more information than the special ed
teacher does, and it's very helpful to be in on those discussions. And

then we get copies of the IEP, so we are a part of that process.

First grade teacher: .As the classroom teacher, you see different

things and different needs. And you also know your specific curriculum
a little better than the special ed teacher might.... [For example],
the occupational therapist asked, -Do you think Ben will be able to
write his name?" and I really felt that no, this was kind of unrealistic

for him this year. And it was respected, so I feel I actively

participated.

Teachers at Harry L School have made a concerted effort to develop an
IEP process that satisfies all "stakeholders." Early in the process an
important aspect is the input of all team members. A later part of their
process involves developing a matrix showing the relationship between
students' IEP objectives and their daily schedule (see Figure 1). When the
school district formed a committee to examine the IEP process, teachers from
Harry L became actively involved, sharing the results of their efforts.

Second & third grade teacher: I really like the way [a support

teacher) does [IEP planning]. He has the parents in, sits them down,
and you have an hour or an hour and a half. You write all the [child's]
strengths on the board, what their weaknesses are, and where you want to
see them go.... It takes a long time to sit down and do an IEP with a
parent and a teacher and all the support staff, ... [but] then you have

an idea of what your supposed to be teaching during the year.

Kildenlarten/first grade teacher: I've sat in on a couple
meetings on rewriting the IEP ... and advising them to make it friendly
to regular educators. ,And I really think they're doing a good job on

that. We keep the IEP where it is so that we know what we're doing,
where we can fit in activities for the children.... So I think the

matrix would fit in really well.

Support teacher for second, third, & fourth grade: The danger is

that ... there won't be much attention to (the IEP during the regular
class activities).... I don't envision having [an IEP] in the classroom.
I envision having a working document from an IEP, like this matrix.
This is much easier to look at when things are going to be done. This

is just something that's workable.
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As their IEP process evolves, reg2.1ar class teachers are less accepting
of continued traditional approacnes. Fcr several years, the school has housed
a program for students with hearing impaLrments, administered by another
education agency. These students are ma.Lnstreamed into regular classes, but
their inclusion has not progressed at the same rate as for other students with
disabilities. Regular class teachers were troubled by the resulting
discrepancies in a varietycf areas, incL4ing the IEP process.

Second grade teacher: At the beginning of the year [when I had
students with severe disa.tilities2, I sat in on the IEP-meeting where
the parent was brought in, and [the support teacher] went through the
whole IEP. And we had a discussion, the parent, [the support teacher],
and I.... That was very nice, and something that I'miss now that I have
hearing igpaired students.... And :,felt more comfortable working with
the children [with severe disabilities] ... and I know it's just the way
we plan.... I still like the chiL:tzen [with hearing impairments], but
it's working differently.

Second & third grade teacher: This year [with students with
hearing impairments] I,can't even get my hands on these children's IEPs
even to see,where they are, whereas last year [with students with severe
disabilities], I was involved from the start. So I had a better idea of
what their goals were and where they were going.... It's a different
way that people handle things, and I don't feel that ownership.

Teachers at Harry L recognize that there are multiple strategies for achieving
the same outcome. When they devise strategies that produce more successful
outcomes, however, the teachers try to share their experiences so others can
enjoy similar success. They are understandably frustrated when individuals or
systems do not recognize the need for collaboration to maximize student
benefit.

Flexibility
Teachers have found that they need to be flexible to effectively include

students with severe disabilities in regular classroom activities. For some
teachers this flexibility was a change, but one they welcomed.

Kindergarten/first grade teacher: I think you have to be much
more flexible and field problems when they come up.... You know,

somebody will drop down and have a seizure, or somebody will have to be
removed from the room. And you have to be flexible enough to deal with
that kind of thing.

Second & third grade teacher: The whole structure of the
classroom, that you have cHldren tl-at are in wheelchairs, but you want
to put them on the standing board. What kind of lesson can you offer
them that can include ther and do that? You can sit there and fill up
the planbook with all these ideas, but then when it comes time to do it,
... you see it's not going to work. Well, you're not going to go with
it. You're just going to try something else. And that's why the
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planbook is never in ink.

Second/fourth grade teacher: I came in as a very structured bran,'

new teacher, thinking that everything had to happen, like from 8:10 to
8:30, we had to do this and we couldn't run over.

'First grade teacher: If Kelly is doing something that I think is
really positive, I'd rather stress it and call the kids attention to it
and stop what I'm doing for a minute. Or if we don't have materials
available for Ben right then, lot's of times it might be a scramble....
So I think you have to be more flexible.

Teachers feel like having students with severe disabilities in their
classes has given them "permission" to be more flexible, which has enabled
them to adopt a teaching style, create a classroom structure, and design
activities that are more successful for all children.

First grade teacher: I've also done a lot with working with
smaller groups of children now. I'll repeat a lesson.three times and
teach it to smaller groups, rather than do it to the whole class....
And in the small group I can meet the individual needs of the children,
which six years ago I wouldn't have had any idea how to do. And I think

a lot of that comes frm having worked with handicapped kids.... I'm

more comfortable letting the children take the initiative. I'm more

comfortable letting the children do more. I'm more comfortable with
active participation, getting up, walking around the room, helping each
other. I don't think I did much at all with peer tutoring until after I

had handicapped children. And now it's just a standard....
I'm very much more comfortable with the higher noise level.... I

taught in [another] school for four years and the principal would come
in and the children were expected to have their hands folded on the desk
and paying total attention to the teacher while the teacher lectured for
most of the day.... And when I first started substituting here, of
course I thought, "Oh my gosh! This noise level is too high!" And [the
principal] came in and watched a lesson and said, "Well look at what
you're doing and look at what they're talking about. It's all on task.

That's active learniRg."

Because the stuo,mts with severe disabilities require an array of supports and
special services, there are more adults in classrooms than typically found in

an elementary school. Although most teachers found this a little challenging,
individual teachers have adapted and teams have worked to use all personnel

effectively.

Support teacher for,second & third grade: There was concern for
the kids and there was concern about having the aides in the room, and
all the other people that end up coming in and out of a classroom when
you're workiRg with children that have these needs. Having physical
therapists, occupational therapists, speech therapists in and out
throughout the day is.... Well, I know the school is used to a lot of
visitors, but still, on a daily basis to be up there trying to focus
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attention on the lesson, and havinsr: the door open and close, and having
so many people come in-and out was a ccncern that they had -And the
kids seemed to get used to that very qUickly,.and when the student
response is positive, then the teaohers really seemed to be coMfortable
with it. And I think once you get to know each other and feel
comfortable and uninhibited teaching in front of one another, then it
becomes even more fun. Beoause there's a lot of opportunity to share in
-that whole teaching experience.

Because team members have adopted flexihie roles and a team structure in which
special education teachers and therapists work alongside classroom teachers
the classroom teachers expand their competence: Many teachers are comfortable
planning and trying out strategies with students with severe disabilities
without guidance from the "specialists" on their teams

-

Kindergarten teacher: [Visitors] are so concerned about the
little things, diaper changing and all that piddly stuff that they miss
the big picture is that I am not fearful. That if the aide walks out...
or if [the support teacher) is not here, I can feel I know what to do.

Support teacher for second, third, & fourth grade: There's still .
a lot going on when I'm not around or not able to see things the teacher
is doing with kids, with all kids.... It's not, "Where's (the support
teacher)? I have to wait for this person." People aren't waiting for
someone to tell them it's right. They're trying it out. That doesn't
mean_it's always good, but it's neat, because then they share
information and they're the ones who are responsible for those students.

Flexibility in roles, learning envircrments, and teaching strategies does not
seem to be entirely new at Harry L, but teachers credited the inclusion of
students with severe disabilities for devmunding types and degrees of
flexibility they had not previously achieved.

Let it Go
Teachers carefully consider the relative importance of the various

demands they place on students, based partly on the way students respond to
those-demands. Having students with severe disabilities in the class has
helped put more minor problems in perspective.

Se-ond/fourth grade teacher: I can remember in my first month of
teachiRg, if somebody didn't have a pencil ... spending five minutes
with, Why don't you have a pencil? I'm not going to get you one. It
was your responsibility."... Why did I spend ten minutes over not
having a notebook or not having a pencil and getting all upset about
that and missing ten minutes of instruction, and dwelling on that? It
really puts in perspective what's major and what's minor.

Teachers are also more likely to stand ba72k and let others work things out on
their own, tncluding how to meet immediate needs of the students with severe
disabilities.
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First grade teacher: Hark was way in the back row and he had a

coughing spell, And there were twz classes [in the room for story

time], so there were about fifty kids out there. And I thought to

myself, "Well, what am I going to do? How am I going to get all the way

back to him without steppdng over twenty kids?" And the little boy*

sitting next to him just very nonchalantly sat him up. When Mark was

finished coughing, he wiped his face, put the cloth back down, sat Mark

back in the seat, and turned around without even batting an eyelash.

First grade teacher: We.have two aides in the morning, and the

one aide leaves at 11:00, so we have 20 minutes of panietime. And I

guess Kelly started screaming ... an4 [the resmining aide] said the

screaming stopped all of a sudden. And she came out and there was

another child stroking Kelly's back and calming her down.... It was

totally natural. [The Other child] saw there was a need and she stepped

in and took care of it.

Teachers are learning to accept, ignore, and/or overlook challenges that some

students present that are not easily resolved, but can interfere with

instruction. They are also learning thattemporarily changing their'
expectations may be the most constructive approach for a child-who presents

persistent proiblem behavior.

Second grade teacher: Jamie came to visit this morning....

Apparently what was going on in [fourth grade] was not satisfying her.

She was out in the hall, and occasionally she'll come in the room. And

I was talking to [Janie's aide], and I 'said, "She really likes it in

this classroom." And [the aide] Emid, "Well they're moving.around,
there's some noise, and she can kind of sit down and look." -So I said,

"As long as she ckesn't pull my hair." She does that occasionally. And

[the aide] said, "No, she's really in a good mood today and she won't."

And [Jamie] gave me a big hag, and then she sat around to see what else

was going on.

First grade teacher A: We are having a very frustrating year this

year.... [Compared with last year] it has gotten somewhat better.

Kelly screams less.
Support teacher for kindergarten & first grade: Yes, she is

screaming less, but when she screams, the intensity seems tO be worse.

First grade teacher B: But the kids have gotten used to it now.

I'm used to it too now. Like in my room, they don't know Kelly, and how

it doesn't make any difference to them when she walks back and forth....

Support teacher for second, third & fourth grade: I think that

there are behaviors that are disraptive, aggressive, that are

significant enough to really throw a classroom off of what they're

doing. I think there are students that have those behaviors, and we're

goiNg to have to decide whether we want them in our school or not. I

think we've chosen to say, "Yes, we do want them here." But that still

leaves that difficulty of saying how much is it going to throw that

classroom off? How much benefit are all people going to get from having

.that student here?...
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First grae teacher A: I aaink part of my frustration at the
beginning of the year was that we were doing Kelly more harm than gcod
because our expectations were tcc nigh. I think she was being faced
with confrontations by myself, or [the support teacher], or the aides,
over and over and over again duriag the day, andthat's why she was
screaming so much more. Well, now we've lowered our expectations, so
she sits and listens to a tape rea.order.

Support teacher for kindergarten & first grade: I'm looking at it
saying, "What are we teaching her: These are her goals (gesturing to
JEP). These are things that her aeam really feels like she should
accomplish with her. The screamiag is lss, but then we're weighing
feeling comfortable about school against skill acquisition.

First/fourth grade teacher: What were you accomplishing before?
Support teacherfor kindergarten/first grade: Right. That's why

we backed off. Because'before we had her actively involved in
programming all day, but the screaming escalated and became worse. So

we baaked off....
First grade teacher A: We basically decided the main goal for

Kelly this year would be to get her to somewhat like coming [to schcol].
And the other day, when her mother brought her in; she left her mother

williagly.

An observation in another first grade classroom revealed unusual
tolerance for the behavior of a child w-ith severe emotional and behavior
problems who, in the fall, was often violent. During this Observation, in
April, the teacher persists with askiag Alicia to join in the class routine,
but overlooks considerable "noncompliance" that doesn't really cause problems.
The other children's behavior reflects the teacher's attention to problem
solving, attitude of acceptance, and philosophy that the class is a family.

The class has just returned from art, and Alicia appears bubbly and
happy. The teacher instructs the children to sit at their tables, but
Alicia stands at a counter playing with sticks tied in sets of ten.
Teacher: OK get out your calendar. Alicia, we'll do that in a minute.
Alicia continues. ...A.child goes to the calendar in the front of the room
to count and put up the next date. Alicia dances to the calendar,

talks, and plays with material's. When ahe starts to locate today's
date, the teacher reminds her it's the other child's turn. The teacher
continues her lesson and then instructs everyone to write today's date
on their calendar. No one seems particularly concerned by Alicia.
Todd (child with moderate disability): I don't have a pencil.

Teacher: If you don't have one, what do you do?
Todd: Get one.

Teacher: Go ahead.
Todd starts to get up, but other children offer him a pencil.
Alicia aharpens her pencil, and sharpens it, and sharpens it.
Teacher Quick!
Alicia continues sharpening her pencil.
Teacher: Alicia, now please! We can't hear when you're sharpening.
Alicia sits and starts working.
Tc-dd I don't know how to write t.en.

4 1
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Teacher: I'll write it for you.

Another child helps Todd. The teacher instructs the class to make a

greeting card, and everyone gets to work. Alicia is at her seat, but

seems to be cleaning her desk out. The teacher stands nearby.

Teacher: Alicia, are you doing your job?

Alicia: I'm trying to do something! (She frowns and seems increasingly

agitated.) I can't do it!

Teacher: You can try. Everyone else did.

Alicia: I can't do it!

Teacher: Then you won't have a card.
The teacher calmly walks away and helps other children. Alicia still

looks unhappy, but starts workiRg on her card. A few minutes later the

support teacher arrives and Alicia happily shows her card. The support

teacher encourages her and moves an to help others. There was no

further mention of Alicia's prior behavior, and if the two teachers

discussed it, the discussion was too subtle for the observer to discern.

Later, the teacher commented on this situation.

Kindergarten/first grade teacher: You just learn to ignore that,

to go an, to deal with that the best you can. If you deal with it the

best you can, the kids are going to deal with it.

As teachers learn to deal with a variety of new challenges, there has

also been a shift in concerns from day-today management issues to other

themes discussed in this paper.

Second & third grade teacher: [Visitors] say the craziest thiRgs,

like they come in and they say, "Do you change her diaper right here in

the classroom?" And I think, "Whilir are you looking at things like that?

Look at the wonderful things we're doing here. Ask me questions. I

mean, you're worrying about her diaper?!"
Second/fourth grade teacher: Or "Are you responsible for feeding

her or giving her snack, or do you hav to pick her up ever? Do you

have to touch her?"
Kindergarten/first glade teacher: And those are the fears that

[support ternher] and I had the first year.
First/fourth grade teacher: And those are the questions that we

asked?
Kindergarten/first grade teacher: That's right! 'Exactly! We met

in August and I found out I was going to have Hark and Sara. I had

eight kids with disabilities that year in kindergarten, eight in one

classroom. And that was one of the first things I said. "Am I going to

have to change diapers? Who is going to feed these kids?" I was

petrified about those kinds of thdings. And these are what people are

asking us.
First/fourth grade teacher: We started out at that level years

ago, and we still get the screaming meemies sometimes and sometimes we

fight. We really do. We don't always agree. But our discussions and

our arguments are at a much higher level than they were when we started.

4 '2
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It seemed that teachers have been able te "let go" of these issues because

they were able to resolve the issues in reasonable ways, or because they

realized and accepted that some situatior_s were beyond their control and not a

good use of their energy.

Stress
in the questionnaire on inclusion, respondents reported that, at various

times during the past five years, they have experienced ongoing stress due to

a variety of factors related to including students with severe disabilities in

regular classes. During interviews, teachers reported particular concern

about the school's initial efforts at inclusion.

Support teacher for kindergat-ten & first- grade: The first year...

we had three students in wheelchairs, plus other.children who had all
different kinds'of needs, and there was only myself and a special ed

aide. And sometimes it was just ippossible for us to have one child at

each table. We would group them all together just because we didn't

have enough handS to go around. Now that we have more adults, ... a
child with special heeds cLn be at a table with all his friends....

There were six or seven students with severe needs in kindergarten, ..

and I had no planning period, no lunch.... [The kindergarten teacher]

was doing all the planning and I would go in and I would just look at

what she Was doing.... There were many times I had no idea what was
going on ... scrambling to come up with even partial participation
activities or small group. And now what a difference have we made I

feel more a part of what's going on.

First grade teacher: I had too heavy a load that first year. I

think I had five [students with severe disabilities]. I said we learned

by our mistakes, ... and that was am of our big mistakes. It was not a

good proportion of handicapped children to typical children. I also had

an aide that year who did not do well with the children.... She would

say things like, "You can't come'and do this with me. You're a bad

boy." And that would uPset [the student] right back into another desk-

throwing incident.... You also need a special ed teacher who's going to

work with you. And I had one who did not work with the children, and

really chose to ignore the children__ Another big source of stress,
which was something I brought on myself, was that I did not feel that I

had the knowledge base of what to do. And I think we need to be
comfortable sometimes with just following our own instincts.

Teachers were also concerned about having sufficient information about the

students with profound and multiple disabilities who were in their classes.

First grade teacher: I was worried with Mark that he would have

some sort of medical emergency and : wouldn't know what th do. But I

didn't need to worry about it because the support was always there.

Second/fourth grade teacher: In the very beginning of second
grade, I was afraid to pick Sara up, or stretch her, do range of motion,
be(nuse she was so rigid, and I was thinking I was going to break
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.something. But I think in time, that really eases up. I don't really

think it's a big deal anymore. Plus, if you have a really good support

system, you get the help you need.

Second & third grade teacher: I did get kind of a crash course

... [while] going through their files with [the support teacher]. lAnd
when they came in the beginning of the year [I got] explanations about
the seizures, what to do, what to look for. And what to do for Hark

with the oxygen.... When Mark got the feeding tube put in, ... I was

worried that I was going to pull'that feeding tube out.... [The support

teacher] explained how long the tube was inside him, how hard it would
be to come out, what to do, how to hold him instead so you wouldn't

press on the tube. I think there needs to be mdre of that.

Although the teachers would like more information and preparation, they also

express confidence in getting information and in using their ownjudgement.

Some students with severe disabilities present significant behavioral
challenges that are not easily resolved Or overlooked. Generally teachers

agreed that it was more stressful to include these studepts than students with

profound and multiple disabilities.

Kindergarten/first grade teadoer: [Some children with severe
disabilities] are really easy to dea71 with. But you have the children
that are surivamillgsnd running and that are extremely disruptive, that's

hard on a day-to-day basis. I guess there's fFustration too when you
ask for help with these kinds of children, anoryciu really dori't-have any

kind of follow up on that.... Even the special educator needs help.and

is not getting it.... Having othdr people in- the room, ... teaching'a

lesson and it'all goes out the window because somebody has a seizure,
you learn to deal with those things. It's manageable. But it's

stressful when you don't really know what to do."

Support teacher for kindergarten and first grade: Lack of,space

[is a problem]: For ihstance, when Kelly screams, :.. she needs to be
removed from the classroom.,. because that seriously interferes with

what-a going an. And.there was no, place to bring her. I have a space,

but I share it with OT and PT, so there were always people in there. So

I would bring Kelly in there and she would still be screaming, and they
were like, "Well, what do we do?"

First grade teacher: Today-is one of [Kelly's] more difficult
days, and we're down,personnel today, so it's been kind of difficult,
coverinepeople. .[Another student] who Is less severely inpaired, tends
to lose out on days when [Kelly] is off, because somebody has to go with
Kelly, and then there's Ben to deal with. And [the student with mild
disabilities] behavior is not difficult to deal with, hut then he loses
out academically in order for us to deal with the behavior ,problems....
I think each day brings a new set of things to deal with.

Support teacher for second, third,'& fourth grade: (Changing a

4 4
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student's behavior] can take a long time. I know very well from Jamie

with her shoes off every five minutes that year. I was ready to pack it

in.... But for all those cases and ,kids, I can think about positive

change. And it took a lot of our patience cells away.

Other potential sources of stress include the need to work with a team,

to accommodate ever-changing groups of adults in the classroom, and to -

accommodate to plans that change at the last minute.

Kindergarten/first grade teacher: You have a lot of people in the

room. That was one of my things that I had a lot of trouble with the
first couple years, because I had never had anyone in the room except

for me and maYbe an aide half an hour a day.... You have OT, and you

have PT, and you have speech, and you have a special education teacher,

and you have your aides, and you have all those other people. And so

that's tough getting used to. I guess we tried to work it out so that

not everybody was in there at the same time.... I found that very

stressful the first couple years, because I'm really basically a very .

solitarY person. And so having all those people in there watchiRg me

was really hard.... And you do have to resolve it.

First/fourth grade teacher: [Having a student with severe

disabilities in my class] made it Dore complicated for me because I was

rmeding to team closely with another person, and in some cases the team

helped with that by covering the class, or taking part of the class to

give us planning time.... I have to anticipate anything I'm going to

need to know in the planning session, because that teacher is not always

going to be in here.... But for every time I'm without needed help from
support personnel, there are times when those people are in here working

with somebody else ... [which is] positive for the entire class....

First grade teacher: If we need [materials adapted], I'm not to

the point that I will always think of it ahead of time because I still

rely an [the support teacher) to do a lot of that stuff. So if we don't

meet, that can cause stress in the classroom. So we do meet a lot more.

And sometimes I'm tired of meeting and I don't want to meet and I just

want to be in my classroom....

Support teacher for second & third grade: People are always

trying to do a lot of new things. ,And curriculum itself. is often being

developed almost an hour before we're teaching it. And [it's stressful)

for that reason, just to do it generally, and then to do it inclusively

adds another factor to consider.

Support teacher for second, third, & fourth grade: In the amount

of time in the day to change and adapt things, it's really hard to adapt

for all kids. And there are still teachers who ... are planning the day
before they teach, or in the morning for the afternoon. And that kind

of leaves you in a place where you say, "Which is worse? [Not adapting]

or seat of the pants adaptation."
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Even while teachers discussed ways that inclusion was stressful, they
expressed commitment tc their school ref= activities, such as including
students with severe disabilities in reg._:lar classes.

Kindergarten teacher: I think when you talk about teacher
burnout, you're talking about teachers who do the same thiRg day after

day after day.... We never do the same thing here. Every year is a new

'challenge.

Second & third grade teacher: It's more work, but if it's
something you like, I don't think it's a stress.

First/fourth grade teacher: We would very often say, "This is
disruptive to my class." -A lot of thingsthat happened weren't that
disruptive, were not disrupting learning on the part of the class....
We've learned to discern ... if it's disruptive to the group and the
learning process, or if it's just us.

You have to look at a new situation, somethiRg that's causing
conflict, as positive, because the way we learn is because something's

not working. It needs to be changed. And there is conflict or stress
and then you move to a higher thir.,:king level. And that's what we've
done with our special ed model. There are some stressors that we're

still working on. But some4'of the stressors that are inherent in having
children with special needs just simply took us to a higher thinking
level, and they are no longer stressors.

Aaamatallaiiita
Harry L School has an ethic of teachers continually learning, growing,

and evaluating their practices. While that ethic undoubtedly set a backdrop
for successfully including students with severe disabilities, teachers have
consistently approached the associated challenges as opportunities for further

growth. This paper is comprised largely of examples of how teachers have
reflected on and demonstrated accountability for their beliefs and practices
in relation to inclusion of students with severe disabilities. It appears
that these students have stimulated a new wave of reflective practice at Harry
L School, which has brought educational benefits to all students and
professional benefits to their teachers.

Diacussion

This paper presents eleven themes that demonstrate the overwhelmingly
positive effects on regular class teachers of fully including students with
severe disabilities at Harry L School. Rather than inclusion producing
entirely new effects, however, the findings suggest that there was more of an
amplification or generalization of attitudes, philosophies, and practices that
existed in the school prior to the start of inclusion. In a study of the same
school, Salisbury, Palombaro, and Hollowocd (1991) identified six
characteristics of the school's culture that seem to lay the groundwork for
successful inclusion of students with severe disabilities. Thus, the nature
of the school before inclusion seems to have predisposed teachers both to

4 6
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consider this initiative and to ensure iIs success.

Teachers who participated in Harry L's early efforts toward inclusion
told stories of great difficulties. Des=ite that, the teachers looked for
other strategies, created needed supports, and tried again. As they
experienced greater success, they looked for even better approaches and
increased their conviction. Teachers whc joined the faculty more recently
recalled their struggles as first year teachers, but seemed to achieve the
same success at inclusion relatively quickly, then achieved the same high
level of conviction to the principles and practices of inclusion. In many
respects, teachers conveyed the adage that "success breeds success." This
does not entirely explain their determirLation during the first two years of
inclusion, when some aapects of their approach were ineffective. All the
.teachers seemed to believe they could overcome the challenges thef
encountered, and that they would receive the supports they needed to overcome
the challenges. It may be that the most fundamental underlying characteristic
of an incluSive school is a commitment 'c.c., proVide regular class teachers with
the supports they need to make inclusion work, a commitment that must be
demonstrated by both special educators and school administrators.

There are two limitations to this study. First, the conclusions are
closely tied to perceptions of the eleven teachers who participated in the
study. Although triangulation occurred through interviews, questionnaires,
direct observation, and review of extant data, teacher report data were
considerably more extensive than other data. Furthermore, in a study such as
this one, there is danger that teachers will tell the story they believe
"authorities" (e.g., researcher, administrator) want to hear. The study was
of relatively short duration (5 months), and was not'designed to provide true
immersion in the environment or sufficient direct observation to corroborate
all of the teachers perceptions. The findings of this study are strengthened,
however, in that they are highly consistent with the findings of Salisbury,
Palombaro, and Hollowood (1991), who were deeply immersed in the school for
two years.

The second limitation relates to the generalizability of these findings
to other schools. This study examined only one school, which, as Salisbury et
al. (1991) noted, has unique features that might not be found in other
schools. The findings are consistent with those from studies of ten schools
in Vermont (Giangreco, Dennia, Cloninger, Edelman, & Schattman, 1991) and two
schools in Minnesota (York, Vandercook, Macdonald, Heise-Neff, & Caughey,
1992). Thus, if characteristics of Harry L School predispose teachers to
positive experiences related to inclusion, other schools have assumed the same
or equally supportive characteristics. If teacher perception of support is a
deciding characteristic, such support could be demonstrated through numerous
mechanims, which could vary with other characteristics of the school and
community. As more schools are studied and results disseminated, further
comparative analyses may reveal those factors that are crucial for teachers to
feel positive about inclusion of students with severe disabilities in regular
classes.
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LEITER TO PARTICIPANTS

January 2, 1992

Dear Teacher:
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Thank you for agreeing to participate in the study, -The Effects of Full

Inclusion on Regular Education Teachers.- Teachers, including special

education teachers, who have had atudents with severe disabilities in their

classes for at least one year are invited to participate.

The study consists of two parts: interviews and direct data collection.

There will be four sets of interviews, scheduled as follows:

Large group interview (icebreaker) January 21, 1:00 to 4:00 PH

Individual interviews (elaboration) February to

Individual interviews (elaboration) March be

Large group interview (wrap up) April scheduled

For participation, attendance at all four interviews is desired. Substitute

teachers will be provided so the large group interviews can be scheduled

during work hours. The shorter individual interviews, about one hour, will be

scheduled for the end of the day. What we learn in the interviews will

determine what type of data we collect, e.g., if you tell us donut consumption

has increased as a result of inclusion, we will collect data on donut

consumption. If direct data collection in classrooms is"warranted, it will be

discussed with individual teachers.

For accuracy, it is necessary to audiotape all interviews, which will be

transcribed. During the large group interviews, it will also be necessary to

videotape the interviews so the speaker can be identified on the audiotape.

Speakers will be given pseudonyms and described in gtneral terms (e.g., third

grade teacher), but names of participants in the study will be strictly

confidential. Neither the audiotapes not videotapes will be used for any

other purpose unless informed' consent is given by the speaker(s).

If you have any questions or concerns about the study, please feel free to

call me at SUNY (777-2727) or at home (7443-3867).

Sincerely,

Beverly Rainforth, PhD
Assistant Professor of Special Education

49
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Role: Classroom Teacher Support Teacher How many years?

Which students with severe disabilities have you taught? (circle names)

Mark Sara David John Randy Justin Kelly

Jamie Mary Todd Ben Jill Jan Chrystal

The purpose of this study is to .identify the effects of integrating students

with severe disabilities on regular education teachers in inclusive schools.

Several effects were identified through interviews and observations, but the

effects vary for different teachers. To help clarify these variations, please

complete the followiag questionnaire. I welcome any comments that would

qualify, expand, or otherwise clarify your response. Thanks for your help.

1. In my class, grade , we teach about students with disabilities

(a) as a formal part of the curriculum (e.g., alike and different)

(b) incidentally, as the need arises, or

(c) both

2. With regard to adoption of developmentally appropriate practices,

(a) having students with severe disabilities in my class forced me to

make changes in my curriculum that benefitted all students;

(b) I would have moved in this direction, whether or not I had students

with severe disabilities in ry class; or

(c) my curriculum already reflected this approach.

3. With regard to a philosophy of "success for all,"

(a) I really believed this, so I beli_ved students with severe

disabilities would,be successful in my class too; or -

(b) I didn't really expect everyone to succeed until I saw students with

severe.odisabilities succeed at their own level in my class. Then I

realized all students could succeed if I recognized their level.

4. I Usually / Erequently / Occasionally plan lessons for the class

so all students can use manipulatives

so lessons reach students with varied learniag styles

so students can demamstrate knowledge in varied ways

so students of varied abilities can participate and succeed

with mixed ability groupings
with same ability groupings
with cooperative goal structures
with competitive goal structures
with individualistic (neither cooperative nor competitive)

goal structures

(a) U F 0

(b) U F 0

(c) U F 0

(d) U F 0
(e) U F 0

(f) U F 0
(g) U F 0

(h) U F 0

(i) U F 0

5f)
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6. In my class, students with severe disabilities are/were included in the

regular activities, with or without aEaptations, (indicate amount)

(a) for most / some / little of the :lay during regulan activities

(b) for most / some / little of the zime during speech therapy

(c) for most / some / little of the '.1.ime during physical therapy.

(d) for most / some / little of the :ime during occupational therapy

The amount of inclusion was appropria-Le for (a) (b) (c) (d)

too little for (a) (b) (c) (d)

7. Indicate the frequency that each disc:ipline participates in team

planning sessions. TYPICAL DESIRED

(a) regular class teacher tines per week times per week

(b) support teacher tines per week times per week

(c) speech therapist tines per month times per month

(d) occupational therapist tines per month times per month

(e) physical therapist tines per month times per month

8. True False Based on my experience, I expect that children with severe

disabilities who are more active and disruptive will participate in fewer

inclusive classroom activities and mcre parallel activitiea than children

with multiple disabilities.

9. With regard to challenging behavior, (circle all that apply)

(a) I am more likely to accept, ignore, and/or overlook minor disruptions
than before I had students with severe disabilities in my class.

(b) I am more likely to stand back and let children work things out than
before I had students with severe disabilities in my class.

(c) having students with severe disabilities in my class hasn't really

influenced my style in this area.

10. True False I feel as though having students with severe disabilities
in my class gave me "permission" to be more a flexible and creative

teacher.

11. Regarding IEP planning, I participate in planning with

(a) support teacher on my team

(b) therapists on my students team

(c) parents of students with disabilities
(d) I do not participate in IEP planning, although I have a copy of the

IEP and I know the goals for szy students

12. Having students with severe disabilities in my clas.s, I have experienced

ongoing stress from (indicate whether tiever, Ereviously, or Currently)
additional time required for planning
time to individualize/adapt during the day
student interruptions that disrupt the class
inadequate professional/paraprofessional support
too many adults in the classroom
insufficient attention to my priorities for students

(a) N P C

(b) N P C
(c) N P C
(d) N P C

(e) N P C
(f) N P C
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RESULTS OF QUESTI:NNAIRE ON INCLUSION

Note: Numerals in parentheses indicate the number of responses.

Role:. Classroom Teacher (6) Support Teacher <1) No Response (1)

How many years? (2-20; median

Which students with severe disabilities have you taught?

(2-13 of nard students; median 3).

1. In my class, grade , we teach about students with disabilities

(0) as a formal part of the currimalum (e.g.,,alike and different)

(0) incidentally, as the need arises, or

(8) both

2. With regard to adoption of developmentally appropriate practices,

(4) having students with severe ciisabilities in my class forced me to

make changes in my curricultm that benefitted all students;

(4) I would have-moved in this direction, whether or not I had students

with severe disabilities in my class; or
(0) my curriculum already reflected this approach.

3. With regard to a philosophy of "success for all,"

(8) I really believed this, so I believed students with severe
disabilities would be succesul in my class too; or

(0) I didn't really expect everyone to succeed until I saw students with
severe disabilities succeed at their own level in my class. Then I

realized all students could succeed if I recognized their level.

4. I Usually
(3)U (4)F
(6)U (2)F
(5)U (3)F
(7)U (1)F
(7)U (1)F
(0)U (1)F
(7)U (1)F
(0)U (0)F
(0)U (3)F

goal

/ Frequently / Occasionally plan lessons for the class

(1)0 so all students cm use manipulatives
(0)0 so lessons reach students with varied learning styles

(0)0 so students can demonstrate knowledge in varied ways

(0)0 so students of varied abilities can participate & succeed

(0)0 with mixed ability groupings
(6)0 (1)Never with same ability groupings
(0)0 with cooperative ocal structures
(4)0 (3)Rarely/Never with competitive goal structures
(5)0 with individualistic (neither cooperative nor competitive)

structures

5. In my class, students with severe disabilities are/were included in the
regular activities, with or without adaptations, (indicate ahount)
for (7)most (1)some (1)little of the day during regular activities (RA)

for (4)most (2)some (2)little of the time during speech therapy (ST)

for (0)most (7)some (1)little of the time during physical therapy (PT)
for (4)most (4)some (0)little of the time during occupational therapy (OT)

The amount of inclusion was appropriate for RA(7) ST(4) PT(5) OT(6)
too little for RA(0) ST(3) PT(1) OT(1)



6. Indicate the frequency
planning sessions.
regular class teacher
support teacher
speech theraPist
occupational therapist
physical therapist
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that each discipline participates in team
TYPICAL ;median) DESIPED(median)

3-E times per week 3-5 times per week
1-E times per week 3-5 times per week
1 times per month 4 times per month

0-1 times per month 4 times per month
0-1 time per month 4 times per month

7. True (4) False (3) Based on my experience, I expect that children with
severe disabilities who are more active and disruptive will participate in
fewer inclusive classroom activities and more parallel activities than
children with multiple disabilities. [2 respondents said "false" but
added comments about challenges of including these students.]

8. With regard to challenging behavior, (circle all that apply)

(7) I am more likely to accept, igncre, and/or overlook minor disruptions
than before I had students with severe disabilities in my class.

(8) I am more likely to stand back and let children work things out than
before I had students with severe disabilities in my clasS.

(0) having students with seTere disabilities in my class hasn't really
influenced my style in this area.

9. True (7) False (0) I feel as though having students with severe
disabilities in my class gave me "permission" to be more a flexible and

creative teacher.

10. Regarding IEP planning, I participate in planning with

(8) support teacher on my team

(7) therapists on my students' team
(8) parents of students with disabilities
(0) I do not participate in IEP planning, although I have a copy of the

IEP and I know the goals for my students

12. Having students with severe disabilities in my class, I have experienced
ongoing stress from (indicate whether Hever, Ereviously, or Currently)
N(2) P(4) C(2) additional time roguired for planning
N(1) P(2) C(2) time to individualize/adapt during the day

N(1) P(3) C(3) student interruptions that disrupt the class

N(2) P(3) C(0) inadequate professional/paraprofessional support
N(5) P(0) C(0) too many adults lin the classroom
N(3) P(2) C(0) 'insufficient attiention to my priorities for students
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APPENDIX C
CLASSROOM OBSERVATION PROTOCOL

Gracie Teacher

Students

Participation by students with severe disabilities

Adaptations

Assistance/support for students with ti,:vere disabilities
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Team

Prsblem

Resolved? Yes No

Problem solvers

Out-come

Source of stress? Les No

Minor problems overlooked/Students directed to handle

Assessment of students with severe disabilities

Self-assessment
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KEY FOR CIASSRXM OBSERVATIONS

Activity [describe the activi77 observed, including the roles/participation

of staff and studen-_s without disabilities]

Grouping [size, makeup, and 1Dcation of groups; roles of all students;

involvement of students with severe disabilities in group; goal

structure individualistic, cooperative, or competitive]

Materials [list materials use class in general and, if different, by

students with severe disabilities; note types of manipulatives

used by one or more students]-

Learning styles [evidence of mltiple ways for students to demonstrate

knowledge; evidence of multisensory approach - visual, auditory,

kinesthetic, tactile input/output; evidence of Bloom's taxonomy]

Participation by students with severe disabilities [describe]

Adaptations [in methods, materials, curriculum; for curriculum, same

activity different skill/step/materials, parallel activity tied to

same theme, separate activity unrelated to theme]

Assistance/support for students with severe disabilities [type/amount of

support needed vs given; source of support reg. class teacher,

support teacher, related service provider, paraprofessional,

another student]

Team

Problem

[adults who enter classrook; what they do with whom; time

arrive/depart]

[describe issue, who raises it, circumstances]

Problem solvers [list adults by role, count students +/- disabilities]

Outcome [describe solution, whether implemented, whether satisfactory]

Source of stress? Yes No (for adults/children in classroom,

evidence that it did/not/might/not produce stress]

Minor problems overlooked/Students directed to handle [list instances]

Assessment of students with severe disabilities [any evidence that

teachers engaged in -kid-watching", who did it, what it comprised]

Self-assessment [any evidence that teachers engaged in reflection about

success of lesson/instructional strategies/behavior
management/inclusion, particularly for students with severe

disabilities]

5 r)


